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chapter 1
General Introduction

High resolution spectrographs have made a great progress
in the last decade in their size, large acceptance angle as
well as in their high resolving power.

In order to perform

a high resolution experiment using a spectrograph many problems
should be settled.

Of course most basic one is the stable

operation of hardware systems which includes magnet systems,
power supplies for them, scattering chamber system, vacuum
system, cooling system, control system and so on.

Following

these is the establishment of operational parameters of the
spectrograph and also the data taking systems including
focal plane counter systems.

These problems may be called

"problems of software".
At the Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka
University, anAVF cyclotron(l-l) has been constructed and
provides beams of protons

(~70

MeV), deuterons

(~60

MeV) ,

alpha particles (~120 MeV) , 3He ions (~150 MeV) and some
light ions «120 z2/A MeV) with energy stabilities of around
10.

Since this machine was expected to be capable of

producing rather large beam current, it was considered
feasible to obtain a beam resolution of around lOq for
moderate intensities of the beams at the target of G course
in the W experimental area(1-2)

(see Fig. (1-1)).

To match

this advanced cyclotron and the beam line system, a hybrid
type high resolution spectrograph named "RAIDEN" (1-3) has
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been constructed and the basic layout is given in Fig. 1-2.
It is designed to have a resolution of p/~ = 2xl04 and the
solid angle of
27 m.

msr and a large momentum dispersion of

~lO

In order to fully use these properties of the

spectrograph the "problems of software" become quite important.
First problem, that is, the determination of the operational condition is strongly connected with the correction
of the kinematic broadening effect.

As is well known the

outgoing energy of the reaction products decreases as the
scattering angle increases and the amount of decrease is
dependent on the kind of reaction as well as on the mean
scattering angle.

Since a particle with less energy has a

smaller turning radius in a magnetic field, the difference
of the outgoing energy is directly connected with the
difference of the focussing condition and this effect is
large in a spectrograph with a large acceptance angle and a
large dispersion.

The compensation of the focussing

properties for the different kinematic conditions of the
reaction, therefore, is a quite serious problem for the
achievement of high resolution in the operation of a
spectrograph.
Another important problem is connected with the choice
of the data taking system including the construction of a
focal plane counter.

Usually a high resolution spectrograph

has a large dispersion and an inclined focal line and that
is the case for "RAIDEN" also.

Associated with the large

dispersion is a long. focal line of 1.8 m in length and the
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inclined incidence angle of 55 degrees to the normal.

The

focal plane counter system should have a length of at least
more than one meter and the gas counter is very popular for
such a long counter.

In this case, important is the property

that it should have a good position resolution even for the
non-normal incidence of the particles in the region near to
the minimum ionization, because the energy loss of a lightly
ionizing particle fluctuates along the particle trajectory
in the counter, which will deteriorate the position
resolution.

Enduring the high counting rate of incident

particles and the background due to the high energy, large
intensity beam is also important for the counter to work
well.

In spite of these requirements, the associated

electronic circuits and the data acquisition should not be
too complicated.

These everything should be settled for the

efficient use of the spectrograph.
In this parper for the better use of the spectrograph
the answers, though it may not be complete, are presented to
the above problems.

In Chapter 2, the importance of the

kinematic correction is discussed and the determination
procedure of the operational parameters for the spectrograph
"RAIDEN" and the obtained results are presented.

In Chapter

3, a new type of focal plane counter system developed for a
hybrid-type, high resolution spectrograph is described.

In

spite of the simplicity of the system, the data acquisition
system is powerful enough at present.

Chapter 4 treats some

of the experimental results using the determined operational
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parameters and the counter system.

One is about the new

collective excitation found in 90 zr and the other is about
the spin flip single particle excitation found in 48Ca •

The

high resolution experiments were indispensable to obtain the
good results in both experiments.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1-1. Facilities at RCNP.
Fig. 1-2. The basic layout of the spectrograph "RAIDEN".
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Chapter 2
Kinematic Correction by Experimental Ray Tracing

Abstract
Magnetic spectrographs for the analysis of nuclear
reaction particles can have a large solid angle as well as
high resolution.

To achieve these properties, it is

necessary to correct the kinematic energy broadening caused
by the difference of the outgoing energy of the particles
depending on the scattered angle in the reaction.

In this

chapter the importance of the kinematic effect is discussed
and the kinematic compensation procedure performed for the
spectrograph IlRAIDEN II using amultipole magnet is presented.
The importance of the vertical kinematic aberration caused
by the large acceptance angle in vertical direction is also
~-

argued.

Although this effect is proportional to the second

order in vertical acceptance angle, it can have fairly large
influence on the resolution.
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1. Introduction
Among the nuclear particle detectors, magnetic spectrographs have been used preferentially because of their high
resolution, large solid angle and the possibility of achieving low background.

The former two advantages over solid

state detectors can mainly achieved by the capability of the
spectrographs to correct the kinematic effects(2-l,2).

The

kinematic line broadening of the image is caused by the
energy difference depending on the scattering angle and can
be serious for a spectrograph with a large dispersion and a
large solid angle.

This effect can be eliminated in the

first order by two kinds of correction methods.

One is by

shifting the position of the focal plane detector system(2-l)
and the other by

controlli~g

the focussing property of the

spectrograph through some kind of corrective elements
without change of the position of the detector system(2-2).
Recent development of new generation magnetic spectrographs is outstanding especially in those of hybrid-type(2-3) ,
which consist of several dipole magnets and several quadrupole magnets.

In these magnetic spectrographs large disper-

sion of as large as 20 cm/% is achieved.

As a consequence,

in the former way of kinematic correction an extremely large
shift of the detector position of as large as several meters
is expected among different reactions.

Because of a large

and sophisticated focal plane counter system which is hard
to be moved with precise reliability, this way of kinematic
correction is not practical any more.
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Besides this since

the vertical focussing point does not change its position,
stigmatic focussing condition can not be achieved and a
large vertical tolerence is required for the position
counter system.
Kinematic correction by corrective elements became
available with the development of high performance multipole
magnet.

This way of kinematic correction seems to be much

easier and more reliable than the other, for the correction
can be performed only by controlling the current strength of
the magnet.

Higher order aberrations which can not be

compensated by the shift of the detector position can also
be minim'ized by controlling higher order multipole component
in addition to the quadrupole component of the multipole
magnet.

This way of kinematic correction by a multipole

magnet in a spectrograph was first proposed by Enge,
Kowalski, et al. (2-4 7) and corrections by other kind of
field corrective elements are found in refs. 2-8 and 2-9.
For the RCNP spectrograph IRAIDEN"(2-l0,ll), so called
"current-sheet type" multipole magnet(2-l2) is installed
near the intermediate vertical cross-over point of the
trajectories in the spectrograph.

It can produce multipole

fields of various order from quadrupole upto decapole and
showing its power for the kinematic correction.
In the real operation up to now, the strength of the
multipole element, mainly the strength of the quadrupole,
have been adjusted empirically to minimize the line width of
the image at the focal line depending on the kinematic
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condition of the reaction(2-7).

This way of adjustment,

however, was afraid to introduce the ambiguities caused by
the finite target thickness, beam line energy resolution,
finite beam spot size and so on.

In addition best opera-

tional parameters for the higher order multipole components
were far from being obtainable.

In order to know the

properties more precisely it was throught to be necessary to
trace rays scattered to various directions in horizontal (9)
as well as vertical

(~)

direction under various excitation

strengths of the multipole elements.

Experimental ray

tracings up to now have been performed using a-particles
from a-sources and more recently, to investigate the
properties of a spectrograph at the region of larger

"~agnetic

rigidity, Cs ions accelerated with a voltage of around 40
keV 2 - l3 ). Although these methods are convenient and useful
for knowing the static properties of a spectrograph without
kinematic broadening, they are no more effective for the
investigation of more dynamic properties related to kinematic
effects.
To overcome these difficulties, we decided to perform
experimental ray tracing using elastically scattered beams
from the cyclotron at some proper

scatt~ring

angles.

This

way of investigation may seem to be far more time consuming,
it is inevitable to know suitable strengths up to higher
order multipole fields according to the change of the
kinematic characteristics of the reaction products.
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In this chapter, the experimental correction procedure
of the kinematic effct using the multipole magnet is described for the case of spectrograph IlRAIDEN".

In Section 2,

the importance of the kinematic effect in nuclear reaction
study is summarized and short review of ion optical
properties of the spectrograph is given in Section 3.
Section 4, the experimental procedure for the kinematic
correction and the achieved performance is presented.
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In

2. Kinematic effect and ion optical properties of a

spectrograph
2-1. Ion optical considerations

within the median plane, the deviation x f and inclination angle e f of any ion trajectory from a reference centraltrajectory can be expressed by a Taylor expansion in five
initial values x, y, e,

~

and o.

Where x and y indicate the

deviations of the object point, e and

~

the inclination angle

of the trajectory with respect to the x- and y-axes,
respectively and 0 is the fractional momentum difference of
a particle.

For simplicity, assuming that the system is

symmetric about the median plane, the deviation x f may be
written as:

xf

=

(xlx)x + (xle)e + (xlo)o
+ (xlx 2 )X 2 + (xlxe)xe + (xlxo)xo
+ (xle 2)e 2 + (xleo)eo + (xI 02 )02
+ (Xly2)y2 +

(xIY~)Y~

+

(XI~2)~2

+ third and higher order terms.

Similar expression is valid for the ef.

(2-1)

Here the parentheses

are symbols denoting the Taylor coefficients and called
transfer coefficients.

Because of the assumed symmetry about

the median plane, no odd order terms in y and/or
in the expression.

~

will appear

The first-order focussing point is defined

as the place where the (xle)

=0

is achieved.

The term (xix)

represents the magnification Mx of the system and (xlo) is
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the dispersion D which measures the displacement in the xdirection at the focussing point per unit change in a.
Let us pr6ceed to the second and higher order terms.
As the deviations x and y are usually small, important
aberration comes from the terms (x I e 2), (x I <jl2), (x le 3) ,
(xle<jl2), ••• , because they obscure the image.

The term

(xlea) is related with the inclination angle ~ of the focal
line by the relation

tan~

D
= - (xjea)(xlx)

(2-2)

As can be expected from the analogy, the term of the form
(xlea n ) has a relation with the n-th order curvature of the
focal line as well as those of (xl a n ).

The radius of the

focal line, for example, may be expressed using (xlea 2 ) and
other coefficients as,

(Se 2+Xe 2)3/ 2
R

=
SeXe-SeXe

,

(2-3)

where

.

1
( e I e) (x I ea) = - (x Ix) (x I ea) = -Mx (xlea)
2
Se = -2Mx {(x I ea ) + ( e I ea) Se} ,

Se =

Xe = (x I a) = D,
..
2
Xe = 2{(xla ) + ( e I a) Se}

.
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,

2-2. Ion optics including kinematic effect
When the spectrograph is used to detect nuclear reaction
products, the momenta of particles change as a function of
reaction angle 0 and

~

(see Fig. 2-1).

The momentum p of an

arbitrary ray scattered around the mean reaction angle 0 0
(often denoted as elab) may be expanded as a Taylor expansion
in terms of e

p(e,~,o}

=0

- 00

= P o (1

,

~

and 0 as

1
aD]
+ 0 + -[~

Po

e

a00=00

a 2D
+ _1_ [~]
2

2po a0

0=0 0 e

2

(2-4 )

The kinematic parameters Kl , K2e , K2~ and K2eo are determined
by the masses of the reacting particles, the mean reaction
angle 0 0 , and the Q-value of the reaction.
With the kinematic effect included, momentum difference
o should be replaced by
o

+

0+Kle+K~e2+K~~2+K~oeo+ ••••

(2-5)

Substituting eq.(2-5} into (2-1) we obtain

xf

(x Ix) x+(x le} e+(x lo} (o+K l e+K~e2+K~~2+K~oeo+ ..• )
+(x Ix 2) x 2+(X Ix e} x e+(x Ix o} x ( o+K l e+K~e2+K~~2+K~oeo+ •• ·)

=

+(x I e 2) e 2+(x I eo} e( O+K l e+K~e2+K~~2 +K~oeo+ •.• }
+(x I 02) (O+K l e+K~e2+Kt~2+K~oeo+ ..• ) 2
+(x ly2}y2+(X lye}yB+(x

1~2) ~2

+third and higher order terms.
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=

{xlx}x+{{xle}+{xlo}KI}e+{xlo}o
+{Xlx 2}x T +{{Xlxe}+{xIXo}K I }Xe+{xlxo}Xo

+{{xle2}+{~leo}KI+{xlo2}KI+{xlo}K~}e2
+{{xleo}+2{xlo 2}K l +{XIO}K~O}eO
+{Xlo 2 )02

+{~ly2}y2+{XIY~}Y~+{{XI~2}+{Xlo}K~}~2
+third and higher order terms.

{2-6}

As is clear from eq.{2-6}, the first order focussing is
achieved at the shifted point satisfying the condition
{x le} + {x lo} KI

=

0

,

or
{x

le} + DKl = 0

{2-7}

The shift of the focal line, therefore, is large in a
spectrograph with large dispersion.

For a spectrograph with

a dispersion of 20 cm/%, this shift amounts to -120 cm for a
reaction with Kl

= -O.l*l}

compared with the case of KI

= O.

Here it should be noted that vertical focussing condition
{YI~}

=0

is not affected by the kinematic effect.

Therefore

the stigmatic condition of a spectrograph is far from being
achieved at this first order

horizont~l

focussing position.

Proceeding to the higher order terms in eq. {2-6}, we
note that the value of important aberration term concerning

*l}

For example, the reaction 12C {a,ao}, Ea
00

(=

e lab )

=

= 70

MeV,

16° has the KI value of around -0.1.
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to 8 2- changes according to the change of kinematic factors.
In addition, since the coefficients for 80 n change, the
inclination angle and also the curvature of the focal line
change by the kinematic effect.
Another important aberration comes form the term

{XIO)K~~2.

Here K~ is known to be expressed (2-l4) by

(2-8)

Since fairly large acceptance angle in

~

direction is usually

desired, this aberration can sometimes become a serious
problem in a reaction with large KI value in a condition
that large aberrations in 8 derection are compensated.

2-3. Dynamic correction of the kinematic effect
From the above discussions, it is clear that the
kinematic correction by means of a displacement of the
counter position is far from being a solution for the
correction of kinematic effect especially in the case of
spectrographs with large dispersion.
Noting the fact that main part of the kinematic effect
is strongly related with the transfer coefficients about 8,
it is natural to think of putting some corrective element
near the vertical focussing point, where the beam in
vertical direction is narrow and vertical ion optical
properties are less affected by the corrective element.
corrective element should generate quadrupole field for
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The

compensating first order shift of the focussing position.
Comparing the eqs. (2-l) and (2-6), it is necessary to employ
sextupole field besides the quadrupole one to keep the
inclination angle of the focal line unchanged and also to
reduce the quadratic aberration in 8.

The curvature of the

focal line ahd the higher order aberrations in 8 can be
corrected by higher order components of the multipole field.
To illustrate the importance of the compensation, by
means of a multipole field let us see the numerically calculated results*2} for the case of spectrograph "RAIDEW' (2-10) •
In Fig. 2-2, the inclination angle is plotted as a function
of kinematic factor Kl . It is clear that the inclusion of
higher order components, in addition to the MQ (quadrupole
component of the multipole) is effective to keep the
inclination angle

~

of the focal line unchanged.

Another

important example is shown in Fig. 2-3, where the minimized
kinematic broadenings are shown for the several cases
sequentially adding higher order components of the multipole
field.

Though the MQ component reduced the kinematic effect

nearly one order compared with the case of no-correction, MS
(sextuP9le component of the multipole field)

I

MO (octupole

component of the multipole field) and also MD (decapole
component of the multipole field) were found to be necessary
for the complete compensation of the kinematic effect.

*2)

The calculation was performed using a computer code
RAY TRAC E (2-15) •
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3. Brief description of the spectrograph
Although a general description of the QDMDQ magnetic
spectrograph for nuclear reaction studies has been given in
detail in refs. 2-10,11, we wish to review here only the ion
optical aspects and the properties of the multipole magnet
briefly.
The first-order parameters have been so determined as
to achieve a resolution of
,

p/~p >

2xl0 4 for a source width

of 1 mm, a momentum dispersion along the focal line to be
about 27 cm/%, and a maximum solid angle of larger than 10
msr.

The ion optical geometry thus determined is shown in

Fig. 2-4 and the calculated beam profile in the spectrograph
is shown in Fig. 2-5.

The first-order properties are

summarized in Table 2-1.
The spectrograph now consists of two dipole magnets,
two quadrupole magnets, a multipole magnet and a sextupole
magnets.

Originally another sextupole was installed just

behind the scattering chamber.

This magnet, however, had to

be removed to make space for the precision slit system to be
installed.

The first quadrupole magnet (Ql) is used with

the horizontally defocussing mode.

With this

quadrupol~.Ql,

virtually small image of the beam spot size is achieved for
the horizontal direction.

In addition a broader beam

profile within the median plane in the following dipole
fields is expected, which is known to increase the dispersion of the spectrograph.

Both of these functions contribute

largely to increase the first order momentum resolving power
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defined by
Rp = 0/{2(xlx)x}.

(2-9)

The quadrupole also has an auxiliary function to increase
the acceptance angle in the vertical direction.
Two dipole magnets (01 and 02) placed behind the first
quadrupole Ql act as dispersive elements.

The main purpose

of the separation of the dispersive element into two pieces
is to provide dynamical kinematic focussing by placing a
multipole magnet at the intermediate vertical focussing
point (see Fig. 2-5).

The pole boundaries of the dipole 01,

02 are shaped so as to minimize the aberrations.

Pole

boundaries nearest to the intermediate vertical focussing
point are suited for the correction of the aberrations
relevant to 8, while the pole boundaries away from the
intermediate image are effective for the correction of the
aberrations relating to

~.

Last quadrupole magnet (Q2) is used for the adjustment
of the location of the vertical focussing point as well as
the horizontal one.

In our case, this quadrupole Q2 is used

with a defocussing mode and the value of the dispersion
(xlo) is magnified to match the focal plane particle
detectors.

It also achieves a smaller vertical

magnification, which is also important for the actual use of
the spectrograph.
In additon to the above elements, a sextupole magnet
(SX2)

and a multipole magnet (MP) are installed for the

correction of the aberrations.

The sextupole SX2 is used

for the reduction of the second order aberrations especially
- 26 -

relevant

to~,

which are known to be difficult to be

minimized by any change of the curvatures of the dipole
magnets.

The multipole magent is installed at the inter-

mediate vertical focussing point between the two dipole 01,
02.

As explained in the previous section, this location is

suited for the dynamic control of the kinematic correction
because the ion optical properties concerning to

e are

selectively compensated without largely disturbing the
vertical focussing properties.

It should be noted that the

aberrations caused in the process of manufacturing and
assembling the spectrograph and those from possible
irregularities of the field distribution of the magnets may
also be compensated with this multipole magnet.
The multipole magnet can produce various multipole
fields, i.e., quadrupole (MQ) , sextupole (MS), octupole (MO)
and decapole (MD) independently by exciting separately wound
coils for each field.

As the measured distribution (see

Fig. 2-6) for each component shows, fairly ideal multipole
field was found to be realized for the entire aperture of
the magnet.

The other important aspect of the magnet, i.e.,

excitation function was also measured and as a result, good
linear response was observed in the
range (2-l0~12) •

us~ally

used excitation

.
These features of the multlpole
magnet

largely simplify the procedure of the kinematic correction,
since the compensation can be performed fairly separately
for the successive order of aberrations without regard to
the excitation strength of the magnetic field.
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4. Experimental ray tracing
4-1. Outline of the procedure and the instrumentation
The Figure 2-1 shows the fundamental geometrical values
appearing in the ray tracing.
the value

6X(e,~)

The final goal is to minimize

which is defined as difference of the arrival

position X along the focal line between an arbitrary ray
scattered in

e and

~

direction from a target placed at the

object point and the reference ray scattered in
= 0 direction.

e = 0 and

~

To assure the broad range of the spectrograph,

it is necessary that 6X should be small on the determined
focal line irrespective of the value of the mean orbital
radius

p

which is defined as the magnetic rigidity of a

particle divided by the strength of main dipole magnet BD'
As was mentioned, in the case of spectrograph "RAIDEN", the
ion optical properties can be adjusted using the auxiliary
magnets.

The best focussing condition should be searched by

adjusting the strengths of these magnetic fields.
The focussing condition largely depends on the value of
the kinematic factor Kls, especially on the first order factor
Kl which is determined by the masses of the reaction particles,
Q-valueand also by the mean scattering angle 8 0 ,

The best

operating conditions of the auxiliary magnets, therefore,
should be searched at several different kinematic conditions.
To perform the ray tracing, it is necessary to collimate
the scattered beam corresponding to the desired direction of
the acceptance angle in

e-~

plane.

In our case mesh points

with width of 5 mr and height of 10 mr was defined as shown
in Fig. 2-7.

For the definition of the beam direction, a
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slit system shown in Fig. 2-8 was installed just after the
scattering chamber.

Each mesh point can be selected by

adjusting the positions of the four jaws (left-right and
upper-lower pairs) of the slit system by pulse motors.

The

position of a jaw is supposed to be reproduced with a precision of less than 0.025 mm

(~O.l

mrad) for the whole range

of 40 mm movement.
The rays defined by the slit were detected with a 1 m
long induction wire position sensitive counter system, which
is supposed to have a resolution of less than 1 mm.

For the

measurement of some of the vertical properties of the
spectrograph, a 1.5 m long two dimensional position counter
system was used.
position

In both of the counter systems, the

ot the ray was determined by

~he

charge division

method using a computer software and peak position (centroid)
was directly displayed on a graphic terminal.

Detailed

description about the counter system can be found in Chapter _
3.

4-2. Determination of focal line
Before going into the ray tracing, the position of the
focal plane was decided experimentally.

As was explained in

Section 3, the position of the focal line can be adjusted by
means of MQ and also by Q2 magnet.

In all the measurements

performed, however, Q2 strength relative to the strength of
two dipole magnets was set to the value at which the ray
trace calculation(2-l0) predicted the best performance and
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the correction for the position of the focal plane was
performed by adjusting the strength of MO magnet.

The

strengh of 01 was also set at the calculated value.
It is expected that at the focussing point, first order
focussing condition,

(2-10)

is satisfied.

This means that little change of beam arrival

position X is expected along the focal line irrespective of
the small change of the inclination angle 8 of emitted
particles from the target at the angles around 8
8 0 ).

=0

(0

=

The focal line can then be decided by tracing these

~ocussing

points at different value of P (or for particles

with various a-values)

~

In the present way of using

elastically scattered particles, focal line can be determined
by tracing the points where first order focussing is
performed with the same MO strength normalized by the
strength of dipole magnet (BD) when BD value is adjusted to
simulate the various P values (see Fig. 2-9).
A 1 m long positon counter was placed at the expected
"normal" position of the focal line in the first place.

The

E = 65
P
was detected at three positions in

protons elastically scattered from 50 cr target at
MeV, 0 0

(=

8 lab )

= 12 0

the counter corresponding to P = 148 cm (Pin)' 150 cm
(Pcenter) and 152 cm (Pout).

At each location of the

counter, optimum strength of MO was searched to satisfy the
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first order focussing condition.

Then the counter system

was displaced 50 mm downstream from the "normal" position
(see Fig. 2-9) and same measurement was performed.

Using

the difference of the optimum values of MQ strength at two
positions, the points which are expected to give the same
normalized optimum MQ value as that at the "normal", Pcenter
point (Fc) were interporated along the beam trajectory at
Pin and Pout (F i and Fo ). By tracing these three points,
optimum value of the inclination angle of the focal line ~
was decided to be 35.3 deg.

This value is slightly smaller

but fairly consistent with the value expected by the
calculation (36 deg).

At this stage, slight indication of

curving of the focal line was observed.

However, this was

expected to be minimized by adjusting the third and higher
order' ion optical properties by employing the higher order
components of the multipole.

4-3. Experimental condition and the obtained results
In an actual search of the best parameters for the
auxiliary magnets, efforts were concentrated on the minimization of aberrations about the

e direction, because the

aberration appearing from the

ter~

(XI~2),

the remaining

main term, was found to be compensated by taking the data
two dimensionally as will be described in Chapter 3.
Three kinds of reactions representing different values
of kinematic correction factor Kl were selected as objects
for ion optical search.

They are 50 cr (p,Po) , 27Al (a,a o) and
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12 C(a,a } and the kinematic properties of the scattered
o
particles are summarized in Table 2-2.

Up to now, "RAIDEN"

is mainly used for the detection of light ions.
of Kl value examined here (0.0 2: Kl

~

The range

-O.l) is sufficient in

most cases.
At each value of K , the value 6X was measured as a
l
function of the strength of the corrective elements MQ, MS,
MO, MD and SX2.

The inclination angles

-15, 0, +15 and +30 mr (see Fig. 2-7).

e selected were -30,
In Fig. 2-10, part

of the measured results are shown for the case of Kl =
-0.0045.

This kind of response functions were measured at P

= 148 cm (Pin)' 150 cm (Pcenter)

respectively.

and 152 cm (Pout)'

As is seen from Fig. 2-10 it seems to be

plausible to assume that 6X changes linearly as a function
of the strength of the current.

This is consistent with the

fact that the measured distributions of the various multipole
fields were fairly ideal and the linear response of the
field strength to the excitation current was realized in the
range of the present measurement.

If we make a fairly

plausible assumption that each field component of the
multipole can be simply superposed without any interference,
the relative movement of each ray along the focal line
referring to the beam emitted to

e = 0 can be expressed as

= C.QIMQ>
+ C. S IMS> + C.OIMO>
1 1 1
const.
+ c.DIMD> + C. SX2 ISX2> + C.
1

1

1
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'

( 2-11)

where , ••• > and Ci are the excitation strength of each
component normalized by the strength of the main dipole
magnet BD and its coefficient, respectively and

ei represents

-30mr, -15 mr, +15 mr and +30 mr.
The procedure was repeated at three aforementioned
point of the Kl values to know the Kl-dependence of the ion
optical properties.

The measured coefficients are tabulated

in Table 2-3 for each measured case.

4-4. Search for best parameter
Using the determined linear response function (eq. 2-11)
expressing the movement of a ray as a function of strength
of various multipole fields, the best configuration of the
strengths of the multipole fields was searched at Kl
and Kl

= -0.0940

=

-0.0045

by minimizing the function expressing the

amount of aberration;

(2-12)
As shown in Fig. 2-11a for the case of Kl

= -0.0045,

excita-

tion of MQ strength was expected to achieve the first order
focussing and MS strength was

expec~ed

to minimize the

second order aberration as shown in Fig. 2-11b and it is
seen that the remaining main term is coming from the third
order aberration.

By exciting also the MO component, best

fit parameter minimizing the aberrations at
well as

e

e = ±30 mr as

= ±15 mr was searched and the obtained result is
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shown in Fig. 2-llc.

Same minimization procedure was

performed for the case of Kl = -0.0940.

In all the procedure

the strength of SX2 normalized by BD was always put at a
constant value.

This is because of the premise that the

kinematic correction in

e direction should be performed by

the multipole element placed near the intermediate vertical
focussing point of the spectrograph.

The effect of MD

strength was not clear except for the outermost and innermost
rays.

A small amount of excitation of this field component

was found to reduce the aberration of the ray especially at

e = -30 mr, p=in, at the Kl value of -0.0940.

The obtained

best fit parameters normalized by the strength of main
dipole magnet is tabulated in Table 2-4.
Judging from the results of ray trace calculations (see
Fig. 2-3b), it seems fairly good to assume that the best set
of strengths of the various multipole fields change linearly
as a function of Kl value for the range of present interest.
Therefore we put
(2-13)
where 1Mi> denotes the strength of the i-th multipole field
(Q,S,O and D) normalized by the strength BD of dipole Dl and
D2.

The constant values a.1 and b.1 were determined from the

results obtained at Kl = -0.0045 and Kl = -0.0940 given in
Table 2-4 and the values are summarized in Table 2-5.
In order to check whether this interpolation is valid
or not, the strengths of multipole fields at Kl = -0.0340
were calculated from eq. (2-l3) and put into the eq. (2-1l),
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where the coefficients used are those summarized in Table
2-3.

The reproduced tendency of the shift

is shown in Fig. 2-12.

~X

for each ray

The expected aberrations are fairly

small for all the cases and the validity of the interporation seems to be assured.

4-5. Validity check of the parameter at various values of Kl
To check experimentally whether the determined parameters for each component of the multipole field were valid
or not, the aberrations were measured at several values of
Kl • The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 2-13
for the cases of Kl = -0.0072, Kl = -0.0340, Kl = -0.0661
and Kl = -0.0940 and the properties of reactions used are
summarized in Table 2-2.

As shown in the figure the

determined parameter set was found to give small aberration
in the whole range of Kl value for the +30 mr

~

e

~

-30 mr.

Here it should be noted that the obtained aberration curve
for the same value of P (or the same position of the focal
line) is quite similar in spite of the large difference of
the Kl value measured here.

This fact clearly indicates

that in the range of Kl value (0

>

Kl

>

-0.1) which are of

interest in this' search, the compensation of the kinematic
effect is achieved well by changing every component of the
multipole linearly with the Kl value.
with the presence of these aberrations, the resolution
is estimated to be

p/~p ~ lxlO~

(image width

for the full acceptance angle of 30
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~

e

~

2.5 mm FWHM)

-30 mr.

The

resolution is estimated to increase to more than 2xl0
(image width
to 15

~

4

1.2 mm FWHM) by confining the acceptance angle

e ~'-15 mr.

This value is comparable or much smaller

than the value summing in guadrature the broadening effects
associated with finite beam spot size (1.0
line energy resolution (1.0

~

~

1.5 mm), beam

1.8 mm), energy loss straggling

effects in the target (>0.3 mm) and so on.

In addition, the

aberrations inherently associated with large acceptance
angle in

~

direction can not be ignored.

Considering these

surrounding conditions limitting the obtainable resolution,
the results obtained here are fairly satisfactory.

4-6. Aberration in the vertical direction
As was stated in Sedtion 2-2, effective increase of the
scattering angle according to the increase of vertical
scattering angle

~

decreases the energy of the emitted

particle which causes the aberration proportional to

~2

the associated coefficients K! is given by eg. (2-8).
the expected effects, the relative arrival position
beam scattered in various
cases of 50 cr (p,po)' Ep
70 MeV, 0 0

=

=

~

and

To see
~x

of a

direction was measured for the

65 MeV, 0 0

13° and 12C(a,ao), E

·a

results are shown in Fig. 2-14.

=

=

=

12°, 27 Al (a,a o)' Ea

70 MeV, 0 0

= 16°.

The

As can be clearly seen, the

aberration increases as the Kl value of the reaction
increases.

It is of interest to see whether the observed

value of aberration is explained in terms of the
eg. (2-8).

K! given

Simple kinematic calculation was performed to
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in

obtain the amount of aberration according to the increase of
vertical scattering

Obtained results are converted

angle~.

into channel numbers and summarized in Table ·2-6.

The

calculated values are quite consistent with the results of
experiment.
The kinematic coefficient K~ which makes this vertical
aberration is dependent on the scattering angle 0 0 as well
as the value of Kl • In the original design of the spectrograph, this aberration was supposed to be minimized using
SX2 magnet and also the first sextupole magnet (SXl) just
behind the scattering chamber.

Since SXl should be removed

because of lack of space, the excitation of SX2 alone was
afraid to be impossible to correct the aberration completely.
Another reason of leaving ion optical control of this
aberration is that experimental ion optical search should be
performed as a function of 0 0 as well as Kl and this two
dimensional search requires too much beam time to be
performed.
In order to overcome this situation a two dimensional
counter is constructed and placed at the focal line.
presence of non-zero

(YI~)

In the

term, the image looks like a
•.•. .!..

crescent when the aberration proportional to

~2

exists.

An

example of two dimensional display is shown in Fig •. 3-22 in
Chapter 3.

When the curved image is made straight by a

software before projecting on the axis along the focal line,
the expected deterioration of resolution caused by the
aberration can be minimized.

We believe that this way of
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compensation of the vertical aberration is most efficient in
the present system.

More detailed discussions about the

correction of the vertical aberration and software are given
in Chapter 3, 4-3-2.
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5. Summary and discussion
The kinematic broadening effect has shown to be compensated for the range of 0.0

~

Kl

~ ~O.l

by properly

exciting each component of the multipole field installed at
the position of vertical intermediate focussing point.

In

this region of Kl value presented here, the broadening effects
proportional to Kt

or K~

are fairly small and, therefore,

changing the strengths of multipole elements as a linear
function of Kl was effective enough for the compensation of
the kinematic broadening.
It is of interest to compare the amount of change of
the strengths of the multipole elements according to Kl for
the experimentally determined value and the result of calculation.

The difference of strengths between Kl

= o and

Kl

=-

0.1 are calculated in terms of the integrated field strength
along the magnet axis of the multipole using the coefficients
listed in Table 2-5 to make a direct comparison with the
calculated results in ref. 10.

The results are tabulated in

Table 2-7 together with the results from ref.

10.

From the

table it is clear that for the case of quadrupole strength
fairly good agreement is obtained.

On the other hand for

the case of sextupole strength, large discrepancy of factor
2.5 is observed.
Sources of the discrepancy are seeked.

One of the candi-

date is the inhomogeneity of magnetic field in the dipole
magnets. This is an order of two or three times 10- 411 ),
which is effective enough as a candidate.

-
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Optimum conditions

for the strengths of the multipole components were calculated
at Kl

= 0.0

and Kl

= -0.1

lating the inhomogeneity.

for several field conditions simuAlthough the optimum value at

each condition changes rather widely, the difference of the
optimum values between Kl

= 0.0 and Kl = -0.1 are found to

be conserved.
Another possible candidate is the asymmetry of the field
shape at the fringing field region of the multipole magnet.
In the actual setting of the multipole magnet, the shape of
the field clamp was forced to be set asymmetry because of
lack of space around multipole manget.

It has been well

known that the geometry of the field clamp affects the strength
of the field especially for a magnet with large gap and short
axial length, like present case.

Analytical calculations of

the field distribution were performed for the two geometries
of the field clamp assuming two dimensional model and infinite
magnetic permeability.

As the results shown in Fig. 2-15

indicate, the field integral along ,the trajectory differs
about 40% depending on the geometry.

Considering this result

and the face that the asymmetry of the quadrupole field in
the x-direction mainly produce thesextupole field, it is
;ound that the discrepancy in the sextupole strength can be
ascribed to the asymmetry of the quadrupole strength.

It

should be noted that with this explanation, a larger amount
of compensation by the sextupole element is needed for a
larger value of

Kl , because a stronger excitation of the
quadrupole field is required at this region. This kind of
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feature is, of course, true for the case of higher order
components.
The aberration proportional to K~~2 makes another important
source for the deterioration of resolution.

In the present

ion optical search, however, this aberration was paid little
attention since it would not be compensated by a simple
combination of multipole element.

For the complete

compensation, it is necessary to put a powerful sextupole
element at some intermediate horizontal beam waist, which is
impossible in the present system.

A more practical way to

compensate this aberration is to measure the image at the
focal line in two dimensions.

Since the coefficient (YI~)

usually has some finite value, the image combined with the
aberration proportional to

~2

shows a shape like· crescent.

The shape can easily be made straight by the software and
the influence of this aberration can be minimized.
The present measurements were carried out at a dipole
field strength of around 8 kG, corresponding to the proton
MeV and E3 He = 90 MeV. We
restricted ourselves to this field strength because detailed

energy of 65 MeV, Ea

= 70

field mapPings(2-11) of the magnets composing the spectrograph showed small change in the field distribution aria little
change in ion optical property was expected at least up to
about the excitation of 12 kG in main magnet.

Actually many

high resolution experiments have been performed using the
kinematic correction parameter determined here.
results are presented in Chapter 4.
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Table 2-1.
Design specification of the spectrograph RAIDEN

Mean orbit radius

150 cm

Deflection angle

160°

Angular range

-20°'

Focal line length

180 cm

Tilt angle of focal line

54°

Maximum field flux density

16 kG

Maximum particle rigidity

24 kGm

Magnification

vertical

4.0

horizontal a )

1.3

'\,

+140°

Momentum dispersion a )

27000 mm

Momentum range

6.7 %

Momentum resolution b )

20400

Acceptance angle

horizontal

±45 mr

vertical

±70 mr

Solid angle

13 msr

a) Values are given along the focal line.
b) The particle source width is assumed to be 1.0 mm.

-
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Table 2-2.
Reaction and its kinematic coefficient

Reaction

Energy

1ab )
(deg)

(kG' cm)

8o(=8

(MeV)

BP

Kl

50 cr o(p,po)

65

12

1184.4

-0.0045

208 pb (a,ao)

70

21.5

1208.8

-0.0072

27 Al (a, a 0)

70

13

1205.8

-0.0340

16 O(a,ao)

70

15

1200.0

-0.0661

12

70

16

1194.6

-0.0940

C(a,ao)

-
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Table 2-3. Coefficients for the liner response function
K1

p

8 (mr)

Q
C

CS

cO

CD

SX2
C

Ccon.

7.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

inner
(148 cm)

-30
-15
+15
+30

214.3 -37.7 -19.3
99.0 -10.6 -4.0
0.0
-81.0
1.4
-133.5 -12.9
6.2

-5.0
-3.5
0.0
-2.5

-52.0
-23.5
14.3
7.5

-0.0045 center
(150 cm)

-30
-15
+15
+30

222.7 -36.4 -19.3 7.3 -13.3
98.9 -9.7 -:-3.7 0.0 -5.1
2.1
-81. 3 -1.8
1.6 -1.4
6.8 2.8 -2.4
-150.9 -16.1

-59.9
-25.4
16.2
-0.4

outer
(152 cm)

-30
-15
+15
+30

259.0 -30.3 -14.9
100.5 -5.8 -2.7
2.3
-96.6 -6.4
-158.5 -24.8 11. 2

-67.0
-26.6
10.2
-23.1

-30
-15
+15
+30
-30
-15
+15
+30

205.7
99.8
-84.7
-148.2
232.1
105.9
-89.1
-151.8

outer

-30
-15
+15
+30

248.6 -41.9 -19.6
116.8 -11.1 -4.9
-93.2 -5.2
0.0
8.8
-166.8 -20.3

inner

-30
-15
+15
+30

215.1 -39.4 -20.4 6.5
99.6 -11.0 -4.8 -1.7
2.0 0.6
-80.1 -2.0
-9.5
5.6
-141.8
1.1

center

-30
-15
+15
+30

236.3 -36.9 -21.5 4.8 -14.7 -213.2
7.9 -112.9
110.3 -6.9 -5.5 -1.1
0.0
5.3 101.3
1.8 -2.0
-88.0
5.3 0.0
5.3 177.6
-144.4 -13.3

outer

-30
-15
+15
+30

254.7 -31.5 -23.5 3.9 -24.1 -284.3
115.0 -7.8 -4.9 -0.5 -12.4 -129.3
-86.7 -5.8
3.1 0.9
3.1 102.2
9.6 0.5
-151.3 -26.7
3.1 183.8

inner

-0.0340

-0.0940

center

5.3 -16.0
0.0 -5.6
0.0
1.6
2.6 -4.6

-45.7 -26.2 13.9 -6.6 -97.9
-14.8 -6.6 1.7 -4.0 -45.9
1.5
35.9
0.7
2.0 0.0
2.0
2.0 0.0
73.2
-6.1
-38.0 -18.5 7.6 -17.5 -112.5
-5.5 -3.2 0.0
7.4 -52.2
2.5
3.4 0.0
0.0
39.7
-13.4
9.3 1.1
0.0
61.9
7.3 -17.7 -116.3
0.8 -8.8 -59.8
0.0
1.5
47.0
0.0 -1.5 -58.5
-9.0 -185.1
-:>.;j

-~5.2

1.9
1.6

85.9
163.6

The conversion factors between the field strength and the
shunt vOlta~e were 3.406 G/cm·mV, 3.336 x 10 - 2 G/cm 2 ·mV,
7.727 x 10- G/cm 3 ·mvand 1.971 x 10- 5 G/cm~·mV respectively
for MQ, MS, MO and MD magnet. The relative shift /).X t8 the
refsrence be5m emittes to 8 = gx~an be known by 6X = C IMQ>
+ elMS> + C IMO> + C IMD> + C
ISX2> + Ccon ••
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Table 2-4.
Obtained best fit parameters
for the auxiliary magnets at each Kl value

Kl
IMQ>

-0.0045
0.183 (mV/kG)

-0.0940
1. 074 (mV/kG)

IMS>

-0.889

1. 042

IMO>

1.629

1.134
0.886

IMD>
ISX2>

-1.347

-1.347

Strengths of the magnets are displayed by means of
shunt voltage (mV) of the power supply normalized by
the strength BD(kG} of the main magnet D •
l
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Table 2-5.
The Kl dependence of the strengths of various multipole fields

\ ••• >

\MQ>

b.

a.

1

1

-9.960 (mV/kG)

0.138 (mV/kG)

\MS>

-21.571

-0.986

\MQ>

5.527

1.654

\MD>

-9.426

0.0

\SX2>

0.0

-1.347

Strengths of the magnets are displayed by means of
shunt voltage (mV) of the power supply normalized by
the strength BD(kG} of the main magnet Dl •

-
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Table 2-6.
Calculated and measured vertical aberration
at various K1 values

50

Cr(p,po)' 0 0
<p (mr)

27

12

= 12°,
IflE I

Ep

= 65

MeV

(keV)

(ch)

flX

flX measured

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15

0.3

0.2

0.0

30

1.2

0.7

2.0

45

2.7

1.5

3.0

60

4.8

2.7

4.5

0.0

0.0

Al (a ,a 0)

,

0

=

13 0 , E

=

70 MeV

0

a
0.0

15

2.2

1.0

0.5

30

9.0

4.3

2.5

45

20.6

9.8

7.0

60

36.6

17.4

11. 5

0

C(a,a o)' 0 0 = 16°, E a = 70 MeV
0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15

4.4

2.1

2.5

30

20.0

9.5

9.0

45

44.6

21.2

20.5

60

78.4

37.3
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Table 2-7.
Strength difference between Kl

=0

and Kl

= -0.1

calcula ted l )
(kG' cm)

experimental
(kG, cm)

MQ

33.39

26.67

MS

17.71

6.90

MQ

2.63

3.48

l)value taken from ref. 10.
The strength difference is given in terms of
integrated field strength along the axis of
the multipole at the position x
mUltipole'~lement.

= 25cm

in the

In the experimental

value, the effective length of the field is
assumed to be 36.9 cm.
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Figure captions

Fig. 2-1. Schematic representation of the fundamental
geometrical values appearing in the ray tracing.
Abbreviations:

0 object point of the spectrograph;

o scattering angle in horizontal direction;

00

mean scattering angle of the particles accepted
into the spectrograph;

e inclination angle of the

trajectory defined by 0-0 0 ;

inclination angle of

~

the trajectory in vertical direction; x horizontal
deviation of particle trajectory in reference to
the particle with

e=~=o;

particle trajectory;

p

y vertical deviation of

mean radius of particle

trajectory in the dipole magnet; X arrival position
of a particle along the focal line;

~X

horizontal

deviation of arrival position of an arbitrary
particle in reference to the particle with
~

e=~=o;

inclination angle of the focal line.

Fig. 2-2. Calculated inclination angle
versus kinematic factor.

~

of the focal line

It is seen that the

inclusion of higher order multipole field
components in addition to the quadrupole field
component makes the angle

~

constant irrespective

of the Kl value.

Fig. 2-3. a} Calculated results for the minimized kinematic
line broadenings versus kinematic factor Kl •
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Inclusion of higher order components is important
for the complete compensation of the kinematic
lin-e broadening.

b) Optimum field strength of

each multipole field component of the multipole
element.

Fig. 2-4. Optical geometry of the spectrograph RAIDEN.

Dl,

D2 first and second dipole magent; Ql, Q2 first
and second qudrupole magnet; SXl, SX2 first and
second sextupole magnet; MP Multipole magnet.

Fig. 2-5. Calculated trajectories of particles in vertical
(y) and horizontal (x) direction.

Fig. 2-6. Measured field distribution in the median plane of
the multipole element.
field.

a) quadrupole and octupole

b) sextupole and decapole field.

Fig. 2-7. Sub-divisions of the acceptance solid angle used
to define the rays with different

e

and

~.

Fig. 2-8. Front and side view of the defining slit system of
the spectrograph installed between the scattering
chamber and the Ql magnet.

The acceptance solid

angle is defined by four jaws (left and right,
upper and lower) made of 5 mm thick tantalum.
These jaws are driven independently by pulse
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motors, so that the acceptance aperture of the
spectrograph may be defined arbitrarily within ±70
mr in the vertical direction and £40 mr in the
horizontal direction.

Fig. 2-9.

Determination procedure of the focal line is
shown schematically.

Position counter was placed

at the planned "normal position" and the "shifted
position".

At each position, the optimum values

of MQ was searched for the rays with the mean
radius of Pin (148 cm) , Pcenter (ISO cm) and
out {152 cm). At Pin and Pout' focussing point
was defined by an interpolation (extrapolation)
p

to be the point where optimum value of MQ
normalized by the strength of the main magnet B
.. '

is the same as the value at Fc.

Fig. 2-10. The movement of the beam emitted to

e = -30, -15,

15 and 30 mr relative to the reference beam
emitted to

e = 0 mr as a function of the strength

of each auxiliary magnet measured for the reaction
50
Cr{p,po)' Ep = 65 MeV, Kl = -0.0045, Pcenter
(ISO cm).

The amount of movement

~x

is expressed

in channel numbers in the focal plane counter and
each channel corresponds to 0.5 mm along the
focal line.

Here plus sign denotes the movement

toward smaller radius.
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The strength of each

component is expressed in terms of shunt voltage
of the power supply and the conversion factors
for MQ, MS, MO and MD are 3.406 G/cm·mV, 3.336

x

10- 2 G/cm 2 ·mV, 7.727 x 10-q G/cm 3 ·mV and 1.971 x
10- 5 G/cmq·mV respectively.

This kind of response

was measured at Pin (148 cm), Pcenter (150 cm)
and Pout (152 cm) for the cases Kl = -0.0045, 0.0340 and -0.0940.

Fig. 2-11. Minimization procedure (calculation) is presented
for the case of Kl

= -0.0045.

The notation I, C

and 0 denotes the property at Pin'
Pout' respectively.

Pcenter and

a) first order focussing was

adjusted by properly exciting the MQ strength.
b) MS strength was also adjusted to compensate
the second order aberration and the substantial
part of the remaining aberration is of third order.
c) the aberration was compensated by the proper
combination of the multipole field strength up to
octupole.

Fig. 2-12. Calculated aberration

~X

for

~he

case of Kl

=

-0.0340 by putting the multipole.field strengths
1Mi> given by eq. (2-13) and the coefficients C
listed in Table 2-3 into eq. (2-11) •

Fig. 2-13. Measured aberration at various values of Kl .
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As

can be seen, the kinematic effect is compensated
fairly well for the whole range of Kl value of
interst here.

Fig. 2-14. Arrival position X of the beam was measured for
the beams with various values of vertical
scattering
beam with

angle~.

~

=0

Relative movement

is plotted.

aberration is proportional to

~X

to the

Since this vertical
Kl~2,

large

quadratic aberration is observed at large Kl
value.

Fig. 2-15. Calculated fringing field distribution under
different geometries of the field clamp.

The

calculation was performed using conformal
transformation(2-16) assuming two dimensional
model and infinite magnetic permeability.
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Chapter 3
Focal Plane Counter System for the Spectrograph

Abstract
Focal plane counter system developed for the spectrograph is described.

As focal plane detectors for the

spectrograph with a long focal line, two kinds of position
sensitive gas proportional counters were constructed.

One

is an induction wire gas proportional counter and the other
is a two dimensional version of the same principle.

In

these two counters position informations are obtained by the
charge division method using induced signals on resistive
electrodes placed near anodes.

Usual deterioration of

resolution for the lightly ionizing particles ·of non-normal
incidence is minimized by using a multi-anode design.

The

employment of the induction electrodes for the position
readout made it possible to realize fast counting detector
of mUlti-anode design with sub-millimeter position resolution for non-normal incidence (53.5° to the normal) of the
particle rays.

-
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1. Introduction
with a recent advent of large dispersion magnetic
spectrographs, it has become necessary to develop position
detectors which can cover their long focal lines that often
exceed one meter.

Using gas proportional counters, various

systems have so far been designed(3-l) to detect the positions at which the analyzed particles hit the focal line.
Among these, the resistive anode counter using the charge
division technique(3-2~6) has proved to be one of the best
detectors because of its simple counter structure and
electronic circuits.
One of the main defect of this counter, however, has
been the deterioration of position resolution for non-normal
incidence of the particles especially for the particles with
small ionization.

Quite recently, Iwatani et al. (3-7) have

shown, after the work of Markham and Robertson(3-8) concerning a stripped-cathode delay-line readout counter, that the
problem can be solved if the single anode wire is replaced
by multiple resistive wires.

They used five anodes of

carbon coated quartz filament mounted on a frame which was
inclined to coincide with the direction of the particle
rays.

Since these five anode wires were expected to work as

a stack of five thin counters, deterioration of resolution
caused by the non-normal incidence of the particles was
drastically reduced.

Both 20 cm and 40 cm counters of this

design succeeded in achieving good resolution of about 0.7

mm for 28 MeV protons with an incidence angle of 55° to the
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normal and showed their usefulness as the focal plane
counters.
When this' multi-anode proportinal counter is extended
(hereafter refered as MAPC) to an effective length of 1 m or
longer, a problem, however, arises from the characteristically
slow rise time of the output pulses.

In the usual nuclear

experiments where the background counting rate is often as
high as a few tens of kHz, the occurrence of pile-up of the
output pulses causes inaccuracies in the position determination, giving rise to a deterioration of position resolution.
The pile-up probability increases with increasing rise time.
A simple estimate for a 1 m long MAPC predicts a rise time
value of around 15

~s

which would cause the fractional

amount of the inaccurately detected events to be as large as
30% for the assumed background counting rate of 20 kHz.
Since the background rate is expected to increase with the
length (or effective volume, it is of considerable importance to reduce the rise time value for a long counter to as
small a value as possible.
In the present chapter, we describe an "induction wire
proportional counter (IWPC)" and a two dimensional type
counter, which is a developed

ver~ion

of IWPC.

In IWPC, the

good points of the mUlti-anode configuration and charge
division technique is fully used.

By inserting induction

electrodes for position readout between the anodes and
cathode, we could reduce the rise time of the position
pulses to less than 1

~s

for a counter length of 1 m.

-
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The

two dimensional counter was born by combining the IWPC with
a drift counter for knowing the vertical incidence position
of the particle.

Two dimensional determination of the

incidence position of the particle is effective in reducing
the aberration of the spectrograph caused by the

(XI~2)

term

and therefore in achieving higher resolution of all spectrograph system.

Two dimensional display of the incidence

position is found to play an important role in discriminating
abnormally scattered background particles which tend to
spread over rather widely off median plane.
The auxiliary detectors for particle identification and
the data acquisition system are also described.
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2. Achievement of a long position counter
2-1. Limitations encountered in MAPC
In a counter with the charge division readout, the
anode wires normally have two functions i.e. producing a
high electric field for gas multiplication and transmitting
charge signals for position redout.

To maintain a large

gain of gas multiplication, it is necessary to keep the
thickness of the anode wires around a few tens of

~m,

and

the accurate calculation of position requires a sufficiently
large anode resistance compared with the input impedance
(about 100 Q or so) of the charge sensitive preamplifiers.
The only commercially available wires meeting these requirements are those of resistive metal alloys (stainless steel
or nichrome) and carbon coated filament (hereafter refered
as CCF) having resistivities of a few Q/mm and several
kQ/mm, respectively.
It should be noted that the rate of charge collection
on one end of the anode is inversely proportional to the
anode time constant which is a product of the anode resistance and anode-cathode capacitance.

For fast rise of the

output pulses, it is therefore essential to keep the anode
resistanc~-as

small as possible, which is usually in

contradiction with the above requirements for the anode
thickness.
The conflict becomes especially serious for a long
counter where both the anode resistance and capacitance are
generally large.

In our preliminary test with a 50 cm long
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MAPC of the three-anode type, 25

~m

thick CCF wires (8 kn/mm)

were used to obtain a moderate gas gain for 55 MeV proton
beams and the rise time of the position pulses was observed
to be nearly 4

~s.

If we extend this counter keeping the

same anode configuration to a length of 1 m, the anode time
constant is expected to become four times as large considering the approximate proportionalities of the anode resistance
and capacitance to the counter length.
1 m long MAPC will therefore be about 16

The rise time in a
~s,

which is too

large for a counter which has to work under a high background
rate.

Of course, the use of the metal wires instead of CCF

yields a much smaller resistance and hence a much faster
rise time.

However, in the MAPC where the multiple wires

are connected together to sum up the charge signals on the
individual wires, the total resistance of the metal anodes
usually becomes no larger than 1 kn which is too small for
the accurate calculation of position to be performed.

2-2. Design principle of induction readout
2-2-1. Introduction of sense wires
In order to overcome the above difficulties, we adopted
a new wire configuration

wh~ch

includes additional wire

electrodes between the anode and cathode as shown in Fig. 3-1.
These grid wires are arranged with the same spacing as the
anodes and kept at a potential for which no gas multiplication is expected.

As is well known, such grid wires also

carry charge signals being induced through the motion of
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ions in the counter volume and can act as "sense wires" for
the ionization events(3-4, 3-10~15)

If the position

signals are only picked up from the sense wires, the anodes
can be devoted to the exclusive production of electric
fields for gas multiplication.

With this scheme of readout,

it is important that there is no restriction on the resistance of the anodes and that the sense wires are free from
the thickness limitations.

The fast rise of the position

pulses may therefore be easily achieved by choosing sense
wires of an appropriate resistivity without any regard to
the gas gain.

The choice of the materials for all the

electrodes can, in practice, be based upon the mechanical
strength and smoothness of the surface, both of which are
quite important characteristics in the actual counter
construction and performance.

Tne most suitable wires for

the electrodes in this design will then be thin metal wires
for the anodes and rather thick CCF for the sense wires.

2-2-2. Realization of multi-anode design involving the
induction readout wires
The usefulness of the multiple anodes in improving the
position resolution for non-normal incidence of the particles
still holds in this --IWPC.

The ions in an avalanche close to

an anode wire induce charges on the sense wires in a somewhat
distributed way.

Let us consider the charges, for example,

on the sense wire located nearest to the avalanche.

An

electrostatic calculation similar to that given in ref. 3-14
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predicts that the induced charge distribution along a sense
wire has a centroid at the closest point to the avalanche
and a width (FWHM) roughly equal to the anode-sense wire
separation

(~

in Fig. 3-1).

The charge signal at each end of the wire may be
expressed as a sum of the point charge responses(3-l6~18)
over the distribution.

Since the width of the distribution

is very small compared with the length L of the counter, it
is expected that the charge signal is, to first order in

~/L

or exactly for a long period of charge integration, equal to
that obtainable when all the charges are induced at the
centroid.
These considerations indicate that a sense wire
correctly picks up the position of an avalanche on an anode
wire.

Therefore if the sense wires are mounted on an

inclined frame so that 8=8 0 in Fig. 3-1; the position
calculation can be accomplished in just the same way as was
done in the MAPC by Iwatani et al.

Although the charges may

also be induced on wires other than that closest to the
avalanche, .the symmetry of the charge distribution about the
closest wire guarantees that the signals from such wires
cause no error in the determination of position, provided a
sufficiently large number of sense wires are employed.

In

practice, the use of a limited number of wires may produce a
small error in the location of the avalanche.
If we assume a uniform gas gain over all the anode
wires, a simple statistics calculation enables us to predict
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that a theoretical limit of the position resolution R can be
approximated as

R2

= ~+
N

l(N-l)2 (

N

N

r

2~l:f
N

i

2) (OE)2

6E

(3-1)

'

where r is the uncertainty in position (projected onto the
anode wire) due to energy loss fluctuations(3-8) in a unit
cell of the counter volume seen by a single anode, where N
is the number of the cells or the number of anodes, f.1 the
readout error of the position of the avalanche on the i-th
anode and OE/6E is the ratio of the energy loss straggling
to the mean energy loss along the particle path in the unit
cell.

The readout error f. is given by
1

f 1·

= d.1 (tan8o-tan8)

+ k.tan80
,
1

(3-2)

with

k. = l: [q.. (s . -d . ) ] / l: q. .,
1

i

1J

J

1

j

1J

where Sj and d i are the distances in the planes of the
.electrodes from the center of the counter to the j-th sense
wire and to the i-th anode, respectively, and q .. denotes
1J

the amount of charge on the j-th sense wire induced by the
avalanche on the i-th anode.

The second term in eq. (3-2)

represents the readout error caused by the use of a limited
number of sense wires.

If some irregular fields shift the

-
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avalanche positions, f.1 should also include such errors.
For a given configuration of the wires, the frame angle of
the sense wires has to be chosen so that the second term in
eg.

(3~1)

may be minimized.

However, the choice is not

usually so critical for the resolution owing to the reduction foetor of

(oE/~E)

which is around 0.1 for light ions.
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3. Counter system using Induction Wire Proportional counter
3-1. Construction of the counter system
3-1-1. Position counter
The cross sectional view of the IWPC is shown in
Fig. 3-2.

The anode and sense wires are arranged on the

three different planes which are

pa~allel

to the beam direc-

tion and spaced 5 mm apart from each other.

The sense wires

are positioned symmetrically about the anode plane which
forms the central plane of the counter and the same spacing
of 3.5 mm is used for all the electrodes.

In order to

terminate the field irregularities at the entrance and exit
faces of the counter, additional "guard wires" are used at
the ends of the electrode planes.
CU-Mn-Ni alloy (25
tungsten (100

~m)

~m

The materials used are

thick), CCF (75

~m)

and gold plated

wires for the anodes, sense and guard

electrodes, respectively.
sense wire is 300 kn.

The resultant resistance of one

The smoothness of the wire surfaces

was carefully checked under a microscope.
The original design involved the use of five anodes and
fourteen sense wires.

However, in our preliminary test of

the counter (3-19), a large variation was observed in the
gas gain from anode to anode, indicating that the electric
field strength around the central anode region of the
counter was reduced to some extent.

This fact can be

understood from the result of the numerical field calculation(3-20) which was obtained by solving the Laplace's
equation (see Fig. 3-3a).

In order to diminish this effect,
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the central anode has been replaced by a guard wire in the
present design and has been electrically connected with the
other guard wires on the same plane.

This replacement

yielded approximately equal gas gain over the active four
anodes for an arbitrary choice of the guard wire potential.
The calculated field distribution is shown in Fig. 3-3b.
This replacement and the appropriate potential value put on
the sense wires together makes the equipotential line fairly
parallel with the anode plane, which assures the anodes to
act as a stack of thin counters (about the potential value
on sense wires detailed discussion will be given in Section
3-2-1) •
The number of sense wires has been determined. mainly
from the resistance req1:il.red to facilitate a fast as well as
accurate position readout and from the practical simplicity
of the wire configuration.

The k i values in eq. (3-2) were
calculated from the distribution of induced charges. Using
the results, the support angle of the sense wires has been
determined to be 80 = 56.5° for the expected beam angle of 8

= 54.5°.
All the wires are mounted on two frames made of 1.2 cm
thick and 105 cm long aluminium plate with teflon blocks
being fixed to the ends to act as wire supports.

The frames

are placed at the top and bottom of the interior of the
counter body and the wire supports are inclined at the above
mentioned angle of 56.5° (see Fig. 3-4).

The wires are

fixed with epoxy resin to stainless steel pipes (outer
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diameter of 0.75 mm) inserted into 0.6 mm holes in the
teflon blocks.

The pipes also act as guards against spark

to occur at the end part of wires kept at high voltages.
Using conductive paste, the electrical connections of the
wires have been made separately in the respective groups of
the anodes, sense wires, guard wires on the anode plane and
guard wires on the sense electrode plane.

The counter body

is an aluminium box with overall dimensions of 5 cm
123 cm.

The entrance and exit windows are made of 9

x 9

cm

x

~m

thick aluminized Mylar sheets, which serve at the same time
as cathodes and as the gas seals for the counter body.

The

active length of the counter is about 100 cm and the vertical
aperture is 2.2 cm.
The expected position resolution can be calculated from·
eq. (3-1) using plausible values of r = 0.63 mm taken from
ref. 3-8 and (oE/6E)
distribution(3-l).

= 0.3

determined from the Vavilov

The result is R = 0.35 mm to which the

second term in eq. (3-1) has quite a small contribution for
the optimized value of 8 0

= 56.5°.

3-1-2. Auxiliary counters
As a back-up counter system, a dual 6E-counter and an
E-counter are used just behind the position detector to
identify the particles and to reduce the background counting
rate as schematically shown in Fig. 3-5.

The 6E-counter

involves two anodes which are held in an aluminium box,
identical to that of the position detector, and the separa-
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tion is accomplished by the use of an aluminized Mylar sheet.
The purpose of using the dual. structure is to reduce the
backgrourid by requiring coincidence of increased
plicity.

multi-

The anode material used is a Cu-Mn-Ni alloy wire

having a diameter of 25

~m.

The E-counter is a plastic

scintillator (NE-llO) 2 cm thick, 4 cm high and 150 cm long.
It is thick enough to stop the 70 MeV proton particles with
non-normal incidence.

Two photomultipliers are coupled to

the both ends of the scintillator by optical compound and
being pressed by coil springs to keep the optical contact in
a good condition.

The signals from them are summed together

in an electronic circuit.

3-1-3. Electronics and data taking system
The block diagram of the electronic circuits and the
data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 3-5.

In the

present system, the position signals are passed to a computer
and the position coordinates of the particles are calculated
using software.

The signals from the auxiliary counters are

simply used to select the events to be accumulated and the
particle identification is performed by setting

~E

windows at the respective single channel analyzers.

and E
Most of

the circuits are commercially available ones of conventional
types.
The detail of the data acquisition system and the
signal flow is shown in Fig. 3-6.

The data acquisition

system is designed to accept data from two independent
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counter systems.

A set of digital outputs prepared by the

ADCs are fed to the CAMAC modules connected to a computer
(PDP-ll/40) through a general purpose interface "Raw Data
Processor (RDP) ,,(3-21) and a logic circuit called
"Coincidence Unit (CU) ,,(3-21) .

The device CU has been

designed to eliminate unpaired position signals that may
happen to be caused by small discrimination of pulses at the
ADCs.

With this, the busy time of RDP and the computer is

minimized.
According to the calculated position, the corresponding
part of the memory in the computer are updated.

Monitoring

of the spectrum is available at the graphic terminal during
the experiment.

The maximum counting rate is about 300 Hz,

which is mainly limited by the software.

3-2. Operation and performance
3-2-1. Output signal from the position counter
The counter is normally operated in a counting gas of a
mixture of Ar(95%)-C0 2 (5%) at a pressure of 1 atm. The
anodes are biased at about 2900 V to the cathode and the
sense wires are kept at a potential of 40% of that value.
The fractional voltage of the guard wires on the anode plane
has tentatively been chosen to be 70% and the guard wires on
the sense wire planes are maintained at the same potential
as for the sense wires.

Although the present counter has

been proved to work at higher anode potential as well, a
slight indication of the increase of avalanche size has been
observed above 2950 V.
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A typical example of the signals obtained from the
sense wires under the above operating conditions is shown in
Fig. 3-7.

The figure also contains an anode pulse in an

inverted form for reference.

Both the signals were observed

at the output terminals of charge sensitive preamplifiers
having differentiation time constants of 50

~s.

In this

figure it may easily be seen that the sense wire signal has
a remarkably short rise time when compared with the aforementioned expectation for an MAPC

of the same length,

clearly showing the effectiveness of the employment of low
resistance induction wires in producing fast pulses for
position readout.

The actual value of the rise time was

measured to be about 0.8

~s.

The measurement showed that

the rise time value is nearly independent of the position of
incidence of particle rays.
The figure also illustrates the characteristic behaviour
of the sense wire signal with time, starting at the same
time as the anode signal and forming a bump at around 100
after the start.

~s

Note that the long undershoot seen in the

figure is a result of differentiation in the preamplifier.
This bump is considered to be caused when the positive ions,
while drifting from the anode to cathode, pass through the
plane of the sens~ wires(3-4, 3-l3~14)

Its height therefore

is expected to be a function of the drift velocity of the
ions in the region near the sense wire plane.

Indeed, it

was observed that the bump height decreases with the
decreasing voltage difference between the anodes and sense
wires, corresponding to the reduction of the drift velocity.
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In order to prevent the bump from producing a spurious
pulse in the main amplifier, a higher potential is used for
the sense wires, which, however,' tends to reduce the gas
gain.

The above choice of the sense wire potential (40% of

that of the anodes) was found to yield a good performance in
eliminating spurious pulses at the output of the main
amplifier without seriously reducing the signal height.
Relatively large deviations from this choice were also
allowed in practical operation.

3-2-2. Performance as a focal plane counter
The performance of the counter system was examined
using mainly 65 MeV proton beam from the AVF cyclotron
at
..'
RCNP.

The counter was placed onJthe

focal~lin~

of the

spectrograph forming an angle bf 35.5 0 with the trajectories·
of the particles i.e., the particle incidence angle was set
at 54.5 0 to the normal line of the counter.
of the spectrograph is a 40

~m

The vacuum end

thick Mylar window which

together with the counter window is expected to cause a beam
spread of less than 0.1 mm at the center of the counter
depth for the particles.

The image size on the focal line

ranged from about 1-3 mm depending mainly on the tuning of
the beam line and partly on the slit settings at the entrance
of the spectrograph.
The linearity of the counter was checked by measuring
the position of the shadows of many of evenly spaced bars
put in front of the position counter using particles with
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continuous spectrum emitted from a thick
target.

(~l

mm) aluminium

The resultant relationship between the channel

numbers of the computer output and the positions of the bars
is shown in Fig. 3-8.

Although slight nonlinearity of less

than 1% was observed at the both ends, good overall linearity
is apparent from the figure.
The best resolution result was observed in the spectrum
of elastically scattered 65 MeV protons from a 370 ].lg/cm 2
thick 50 Cr target after re-tuning the beam line to yield a
beam energy spread of about 10-~ at the target.

The vertical

aperture of the entrance slit of the spectrograph was also
readjusted to reduce the aberration.

The overall resolution

observed was 1. 8 mm as shown in the spectrum in Fig. 3-9
which was taken with T
about 1 kHz.

=

1 ].lS at a total counting rate of

Apparently this resolution includes contribu-

tions from many sources other than in the position counter.
They are the energy spread in the primary beam (1.0

~

1.8

mm), finite beam spot size on the target (1.0 mm), angular
spread of the particles detected (0.2 mm), energy loss
straggling in the target (0.3 mm), multiple scattering in
the vacuum seal of the spectrograph as well as in the
entrance foil of the counter (0.1 mm) and circuit noises
(0.3 mm), with the respective contributions being given in
the parentheses.

If all these are subtracted in quadrature

from the observed resolution, the intrinsic resolution of
the present counter becomes no larger than 1.1 mm or most
probably around 0.8 mm.

Although, due to the large
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uncertainty involved, we are not in a position to discuss
the experimental resolution in detail, the result does
suggest the presence of room for improvement in order to
bring the resolution closer to the theoretical limit of 0.35
mm.

3-2-3. Elimination of pile-up effect by the fast rise time
of the position pulses
As presented in Section 3-2-1, the position signal from
the counter has a rise time of 0.8

~s

which would allow a

short shaping time of the main active filter amplifiers
{ORTEC 572}.

To see the effect of the shaping time T on the

position readout at a high counting rate, deuteron

~pectra

of 50 Cr {p,d} with the previous target were observed for
different time constants between 0.5 and 3

~s.

Keeping the

other circuit parameters constant, the spectra as shown in
Fig. 3-10 were obtained for the low lying states in 49 cr at
a total counting rate of 25 kHz in the position counter.

In

this figure the pile-up effects are evident for larger T in
the broadened shapes at the skirts of the spectrum lines.
The broadened skirts are considered to be due to position
pulses that were slightly modified in height by accidental
coincidences with the small background pulses caused by the
gamma-rays and neutrons which were uniformly distributed
over the counter length.

This effect is seen to be con-

siderably reduced as T, an equivalent of the resolving time,
. decreases.

The relative peak positions, on the other hand,
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were found to be in good agreement with each other, indicating a constant position linearity irrespective of the
values adopted.

T

These facts show that the present method

for the production of the fast position pulses on the sense
wires allows the charge division technique to be as effective
as in the mUlti-anode counter whilst eliminating the pile-up
effect to a large extent.

The elimination of this effect

was nearly complete in the case of
counting rate examined.

T =

0.5 or 1.0

Since the amplitudes of the posi-

tion pulses were observed to be reduced by 30% for
~s,

at the

~s

the best choice would be T = 1

~s

0.5

T =

in the practical use

of the counter.
In Fig. 3-11 we show the spectrum line width of the
first excited state in 49 cr (the most prominent peak in
Fig. 3-10) as a function of the total counting rate in the
position counter for

T

=1

~s.

chang~

This-was obtained by

ing the primary beam intensity at the ion source of the
cyclotron.

Although the position resolution shown in the

figure was predominated by the energy spread in the primary
proton beam, the FWHM may be seen to be practically constant
up to the total counting rate of 25 kHz.
~s,

Since for

T

=1

the pile-up of the position pulses is expected only to

have an effect on a few percent of the total events, the
slight slope seen in the figure is considered to show a
contribution of the base line fluctuations caused by the
high counting rate in the amplifiers used.
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3-2-4. particle identification
Throughout the experiments, the particle identification
system with two 6E counters and a plastic E counter worked
quite well in separating light ions up to 6He particles.
The upper part of Fig. 3-12 shows an example of two dimensional distribution of the particles coming from a thick
aluminium target in the 6E versus E plane.

In the lower

part of Fig. 3-12, calculated distribution of the different
particles according to the two basic equations
6E

~

mz 2 /E,

and
E

= z2(BP)2/2m,

are plotted for p, d, t, 3He and a particles as a reference.
The most severe test performed was in the separation of
tritons from a large number of deuterons in a 3He induced
reaction as shown in Fig. 3-13.

The magnetic field strength

was adjusted at an excitation region where deuterons formed
strong peaks in the position spectra.

By carefully adjust-

ing the gates of the 6E and E counters, the deuteron reduction factor of much larger than 5 x l0

3

was obtained.

In such

an experiment, the dual structure of the 6E counter was of
considerable help in reducing accidentab coincidences
induced by the fluctuations of the 6E signals in the gas
counters.

3-2-5. Summary and example of a spectrum
The present 1 m long position counter (IWPC) performed
well in a focal plane counter system of a magnetic
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spectrograph.

The counter employs the mUlti-anode design

(MAPC), after the work of Iwatani et al., to achieve high
position resolution, and induction grids (sense wires) for
position readout to realize a fast rise in the output
pulses, with the latter being especially important in a long
counter.

The rise time observed was about 0.8

~s

which is

even shorter than that obtained in an MAPC of much shorter
length.

As a consequence of this, the IWPC was successful

in eliminating the resolution degrading effect due to the
pile-up of the position pulses at a high total counting rate
of up to 25 kHz.

It is to be noted that the advantages of

the multi-anode design in realizing good resolution, and of
the charge division technique in avoiding the complexity in
I

the circuit configuration, were both retained in the counter.
From a practical point of view, the employment of the
induction wires yielded the additional advantages of
facilitating the use of rather thick and strong materials
for all the wires and of regulating the field distribution
in the counter.

We have so far experienced no trouble

arising from mechanical defects in the wires or from the
electrical breakdown of the counter.

Rather low potential

required for the sense wires also seems to be effective in
reducing the probability of the circuit failure at the input
stage of the preamplifier.
Many reactions have been studied in the experiments
using this counter on the focal line of the spectrograph at
RCNP.

An example is presented in Fig. 3-14, which shows the
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low-lying states of 49 cr in the 50 cr (p,d)49 cr reaction at 55
MeV on the same target as in the test experiment.

The

overall resolution was 6.7 keV, corresponding to 2.8 mm FWHM
for the solid angle of the spectrograph with setting of
acceptance of 1.0 msr.

-
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4. Two dimensional position counter with induction readout
4-1. Necessity for a two dimensional counter
In addition to the necessity of fast rise time of
position pulses in a long position counter, another requirement has emerged from a point of view of reducing the
aberrations in the spectrograph at the· focal line.

In a

broad range spectrograph, it is generally difficult to
achieve a good focussing condition at every point of the
focal plane.

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the term

proportional to

~2

caused by the kinematic aberration in

vertical direction is important especially when a large
acceptance angle in the vertical
mr) is desired.

like a crescent.

direction

(~±50

to 70

If there exists /a condition that the ion

optical coefficient
aberration term

(~)

(YI~)

(XI~2)

and/or

(Ylo~)

are not zero, the

is expected to cause a curved image

In such a situation, it is possible to

correct the aberration if the incidence positions of the
particles are determined two-dimensionally.
Another important merit of the two dimensional position
determination can be found in a possibility of reducing some
of the background counts.

For instance it is often

experienced that continuous background counts increase in
inelastic scattering experiments especially at forward
angles of less than 10°.

The detailed mechanism of the

occurrence of such background is still an open problem, but
it is proved that substantial part of the background counts
are those caused by the slit edge scattering in the beam
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line and the wall scattering of the strong elastic particles
in the magnetic spectrograph (3-22) •

These background

particles are out of focus at the focal line of thespectrograph and therefore are expected to be distributed over the
whole counter aperture.

In the two dimensional display, by

choosing true area where properly scattered particles are
focussing, background counts out of focus may be reduced to
a large extent.

4-2. Design and construction
4-2-1. 1.5 m two dimensional position counter
Design of two dimensional counter is based on the
combination of the previously described IWPC with a drift
counter(3-23,24} for the measurement of vertical position of
an incident particle.
shown in Fig. 3-15.

The schematic view of this counter is
The counter consists of three sections

with different functions; the drift space surrounded by a
negative high voltage electrode (drift plate) and field
shaping wires, gas amplification section near anodes and the
resistive electrodes for position readout using the signals
induced by the anodes.
The vertical incidence position of a particle is known
by the drift time measurement.

In the decision of the

arrangement of potential shaping wires, care has been taken
to shape the potential distribution in the drift space
homogeneously.

In Fig. 3-16 are shown the equi-potential

lines inside the two dimensional counter under typical
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working conditions.

The equi-potentiallines at the drift

space are parallel and equally spaced, which ensures that
ionized electrons drift with an equal velocity.

Fast pulses

from the plastic E counter placed behind the position
counter are used for the start pulses of the drift-time
measurement and for the stop pulses, voltage signals from
the anodes are used.

Since low resistive wires can be used

for the anodes in the induction readout counter, a rise time
of less than 20 ns is achieved for the stop timing signals
from anodes.
There are six anodes in the counter (see Fig. 3-16).
Among these; the first and last ones, where the field is
less uniform, are replaced by thick wires (120
gas multiplication occurs on them.

~m)

and no

As the equi-potential

lines are parallel in the drift space and the guard wires
surrounding the anodes are grounded, four thin (50

~m)

anodes are expected to behave as a stack of independent thin
counters with a thickness of less than 6 mm (the distance
between anodes).

This arrangement, therefore, satisfies the

requirement for the "multi anode design" which is essential
for achieving good resolution for the non-normal incidence
of particles.
For" the position readout using charge division method,
newly developed resistive plate(3-25) is used instead of the
induction resistive wires (sense wires).

Twenty resistive

strips of metalglaze (each 2 mm wide) are sintered on a
glass plate.

The resistivity of each strip is adjusted to
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around 100 n/mm.

This low resistivity gives the possibility

for getting fast rise time

(~0.5

~sec)

of the position

pulses for the counter length of 1.5 m and·still high enough
for the charge division to be performed correctly.

The end

part of the resistive strips are displaced just as in the
IWPC to match the inclined incidence of the particles.
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 3-16, the amount of
capacitance between a resistive strip and the wires as well
as the walls of the counter contributes quite a lot for the
rise time value of the position pulses.

The results of

electrostatic calculation shows that a 20 mm separation of
this glass plate from the bottom support (metal frame) is
indispensable to reduce the value of capacitance small
enough for achieving rise time of around 0.5

~sec

for a

counter length of 1.5 m.

~-2-2.

Electronic circuit and data acquisition system

The schematic view of the electronic circuit is shown
in Fig. 3-17.

As for the linear circuits and slow logics,

mostly same system is used as the 1 m long IWPC.

In this

counter system, important role is played by the three fast
pulses.

They are fast pulses from the anodes

o~ ~he

posi-

tion counter, summed dynode pulses from the photomultipliers
attached to a plastic E counter and the RF signals obtained
from the oscillation system of the cyclotron.

The time

difference between the anode signal from the position
counter and the dynode signal is used for the measurement of
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the vertical drift time of the electron in the position
counter, which is proportional to the vertical position of
the incident particle.

On the other hand, the timedif-

ference between the RF signal and the dynode signal is used
for the measurement of the relative flight time of the
scattered particles in the spectrograph.
Left and right charge informations for the position
determination along the counter direction and the two kinds
of TOF signals described above are recorded on a magnetic
tape event by event using the computer PDP-ll/40 and an
interface "Raw Data Processor (RDP) ,,(3-21) •

The position

spectrum is monitored all the time on a graphic terminal.
This data taking system*l) permitted a swift data
acquisition of up to about 1 kHz for a usual operation.

4-3. Operation and performance
4-3-1. Decision of operational conditions by bench tests
For the anode wires of this counter 50

~m

thick low

resistive Cu-Mn-Ni wires are used because of its smoothness
on the surface.

The low resistivity of the anodes permits

us the possibility of getting fast voltage signals which are
fitted for the timing signals of the drift time measurement.
Since the drift velocity of the electron in the' gas of 1 atm
is known to be around 20 ns/mm,. a rise time of the order of
10 ns is desirable to achieve a vertical position resolution
of 1 mm.

The property of the anode signals largely depends

on the anode termination resistance Ra in Fig. 3-17.

*1) The main part of the data acquisition program was
written by Professor H. Ogata, RCNP.
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Rise time of the anode pulse was measured as a function of
the termination resistance Ra using a 55 Fe X-ray source.
The results of the measurement are shown in Fig. 3-18.

Here

the anode voltage was fixed at 1800 V and drift plate
voltage -1400V.

The values less than 50 n were not so

effective in obtaining the faster signal perhaps because of
the non-zero resistivity of the anode wires though it
small

(~l

njmm).

i~

Besides this, the output signal was too

small to achieve enough SjN ratio.

At the value of Ra

larger than 200 n, the rise time became too long though the
obtained signal got larger.

In addition it was afraid that

a larger termination resistance Ra changes the properties of
the induced signals on the resistive plate{3-l4).

Finally

we selected 50 n for the Ra and as a result, the rlse time
of less than 20 ns and pulse height of about 4 mV were
achieved for the condition of the measurement shown in
Fig. 3-18.
The relationship between the height of induced output
signal seen after a charge sensitive preamplifier and the
drift voltage placed on the drift plate was measured also
using 55 Fe X-ray source.

In the test the anode voltage of

1800 V and a gas mixture of Ar-C0 2 (5%) was used. until
-2200 V, the output pulse height increased linearly according to the increase of drift voltage as shown in Fig. 3-19.
At higher voltage, however, a rapid increase of the pulse
height was observed and in addition the operation became
rather unstable.

An

optimum value of drift voltage for our
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counter, therefore, seemed to be around -2000 V or the
electric field strength of 900 V/cm at the drift region.

It

may be noted that,this value is consistent with the usually
recommended value of around 1000 V/cm{3-24) although this
value depend largely on the gas mixture.

4-3-2. Operation in two dimensional mode
Test experiments were performed using a 65 MeV proton
beam.

The gas mixture used was Ar-C0 2 (5~20%). As in the
case of IWPC, elastic protons from a 370 ~g/cm2 thick 50Cr
target was used for the resolution check of this counter.
The dependence of resolution on the anode voltage was
measured at the drift plate voltages of -2000 V and -1500 V.
As shown in Fig. 3-20, the best resolution of 2.9 channels
(2 mm FWHM) was obtained for the horizontal direction at the
'voltage around 1770 V in both cases of the drif± voltage.
It should be noted that this value of resolution is
comparable to the best resolution of the 1 m long IWPC.
At the voltage higher than 1780 V, some deterioration
of resolution was observed, probably indicating the increase
of avalanche size above this voltage.

Judging from the

voltage at. which this phenomenon happened, it is quite
probable that this effect is closely related with the space
charge effect(3-26) of the positive ions around the anode
wires observed in a test using 55 Fe , 5.9 keV X-ray.

In a

wire counter proportionality between the output pulse height
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and the incoming electron number is lost when the anode
voltage is increased and a larger gas gain is achieved.· In
our case, the observed pulse height distribution for the 5.9
keV X-ray seen by a multi channel pulse height analyzer
showed a change in shape shown below;

~

~1k~

At the voltage higher than 1750 V, 5.9 keV total absorption
peak and the 3.0 keV escape peak came closer i.e., the
proportionality for the energy is lost and finally at the
voltage higher than 1810 V, escape peak was not seen any
more.

As shown at the top bf Fig. 3-21, the ratio of pulse

heights between 5.9 keV and 3.0 keV peak began to decrease
at the anode voltage of around 1750 V and the output pulse
height for the 5.9 keV X-ray increased rapidly.

Besides

this, pulse height resolution for the 5.9 keV X-ray deteriorated rapidly as seen from the figure.
This deterioration of position resolution indicates
that above the space charge limit around an anode wire, the
size of the avalanche stretches along the anode wire.
Recommended value

of anode voltage, therefore, is around

1770 V and a higher voltage should be avoided in our case.
Spatial resolution in vertical direction was measured
by putting a slit in front of the counter.

The resolution

of less than 1.0 mm was obtained at a drift voltage of
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-2000 V.

This resolution seems to be sufficient for our

purpose.
As described in Section 4-2-2i two dimensional data
were recorded event by event.
positions of the incident

In Fig. 3-22a, two dimensional

particl~s

are shown by the dots

for the case of SOCr(p,d)49 cr reaction.
dot corresponds to one event.

In the figure, each

Also shown in Fig. 3-22b is a

one dimensional projection of the same example.

In this

measurement the vertical acceptance angle of the spectrograph
was set at ±SO mr.

As is seen from the two dimensional

display, the vertical curving of the image can be observed.
A

better resolution is expected by making a proper correc-

tion to the curved image.

In Fig. 3-23, the result of

correction is shown for the 0.271 MeV, 7/2

peak in Fig. 3-22.

When bunch of dots corresponding to this peak was projected
directly to the horizontal axis, a histogram shown in the
left part of Fig. 3-23 was obtained.

On the other hand,

when the curved image was made straight by a software before
the projection, the resolution improved about 20% as shown
in the right part of Fig. 3-23.

This example clearly

indicates that it is benificial to take the position data in
two dimensions when a good resolution is desired under the
condition of large vertical acceptance angle of the
spectrograph.
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4-3-3. Reduction of background by the use of two dimensional
counter
It may well be said that two dimensional display of the
incidence position of the particles opens a new scope for
reducing the background counts especially in the forward
angle inelastic scattering experiments.

As shown in

Fig. 3-24b for the case of 48 Ca (p,p') experiment at 16°,
scattered particles coming from the target directly are
concentrating in the region around the median plane.

On the

other hand background particles which appear in the spectrum
at 8° are found to be spreading widely over the aperture of
the counter as seen in Fig. 3-24a.

By taking only the

particles coming to the proper central region near the
median plane in the two dimensional display as true counts,
the background counts can be reduced fairly well without
loosing the true counts.

Simple one dimensional projection

of Fig. 3-24aat 8° resulted in the spectrum shown in
Fig. 3-26a.

The valid two dimensional gate area for the

true counts was carefully decided consulting the two dimensional display of Fig. 3-24b at 16° as shown by the dotted
lines.

projected spectrum with this two dimensional gate is

shown in Fig. 3-26c.

With this process being included, the

background counts reduced to about half value of the
original spectrum.
Another interesting feature about the background
particles is seen from the relation between the incoming
position of a particle along the focal plane and the
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measurement of the flight time in the spectrograph.

Usually

background particles scattered inside the spectrograph
arrive at the counter position on the focal line with some
time delay compared with the normally scattered particles
coming from the target directly.
clearly.

This is shown in Fig. 3-25

In the lower figure, concentrating area of these

normal particles is seen in the position-time of flight
display for the case of 16°.

In the upper figure, which

shows the spectrum at 8°, in addition to the normal
particles, background particles are distributing rather
widely with "some delay in flight time.

The true area in the

position vs. time of flight display was decided consulting
that of 16°.

The usage of this time of flight gate was also

fairly effective in reducing the background as shown in
Fig. 3-26b.
In the actual use of the counter, these two gates were
combined together to reduce the background counts.
obtained spectrum is shown in"Fig. 3-26d.

The

About 70% of the

background counts were taken away in the case of 48 Ca (p,p')
experiment at 8°.

As a result of this reduction more

reliable peak area could be obtained.

In addition some

small peaks which were masked by the background could be
seen in the spectrum.
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5. Summary for the position counter system
Both focal plane counters described in Section 3 and 4
are based on induction readout and

ch~rge

division method.

As described in Section 2, two functions of the usual
resistive anode wires i.e., gas multiplication and the
charge division are separated in the induction readout
counters.

In order to reduce the usual degradiation of

resolution associated with non-normally incoming lightly
ionizing particles, multi-anode design plays an important
role.

Introduction of the induction readout made {t possible

to achieve the multi-anode design even for the counter of 1
m or more by obtaining fast position signals of around 0.5 '"
1

~s

from the induction grids.

With this fast rise time of
.,

the posi tion pulse,s, the induction readout posi tion counters
were found to endure a total counting rate of more than 30
kHz without seriously affected by the effect of pile-up.
In the two dimensional version of the induction readout
counter, fast voltage pulses from the anode wires are used
for the timing signal of the electron drift time measurement
in the vertical direction.

Since the anode wires are not

resistive anymore, fast rise time of less than 20 ns is
achieved for the anode pulses and these fast pulses· play an
important role in accurately determining the vertical
incidence position of the particles.

This two dimensional
,

determination of incidence position of particles is found to
be quite effective in improving the effective resolution of
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the spectrum and in reducing the background counts as was
mentioned in Section 4.
As a conclusion, it should be noted from the practical
view point of counter usage that rather simple position
counter exceeding 1 m in length have a resolution around 1
mm and endures a total counting rate of more than 30 kHz.
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Figure captions

Fig. 3-1.

Conceptional view of the IWPC.

The resistive

snese wires are placed at a distance "a" from the
anodes and are mounted on an inclined frame to
form an angle 8 0 to the normal.

The particle

beams are shown to be incident with an angle 8.

Fig. 3-2.

Cross sectional view of the counter.
frame;

(A) window

(B) aluminium bar for cathode and wire

mount; (C) aluminized mylar window (9
anode wire;

(E,

G) guard wire;

~m);

(D)

(F) sense wire.

The teflon terminal blocks are shown by the
dotted lines.

Fig. 3-3.

Difference of the equi-potential line distribution is shown for the different anode and guard
configuration.

In the present counter (b)

I

the

cetnral anode is replaced by a guard to obtain a
equal gas gain on each anode.

Fig. 3-4.

Photograph of the end part of the position
counter, with the entrance foil removed to show
the inclined structure of the wire supports.

Fig. 3-5.

Simplified block diagram of the electronic
circuit used in the experiment.
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Abbreviations:

PA charge sensitive preamplifier; PM photomultiplier; LA linear amplifier with an active filter;
LG linear gate circuit; SCA single channel pulse
height analyzer; COIN slow coincidence circuit.
For the CU and RDP, see text.

To reduce the

input impedances of the charge sensitive preamplifiers for position readout, the feedback
capacitors C are directly connected to the sense
f
wires.

Fig. 3-6.

Data and signal flow in the data acquisition
system.

The data acquisition system is designed

to handle data from two independent counter
systems including up to four ADCs.

For the

detailed description see text and ref. 3-21.

Fig. 3-7.

Typical output signals at the charge sensitive
preamplifiers connected to the sense wires and
the anode wires.

The differentiation time

constant of each preamplifier was 50

~ig.

3-8.

s.

Result of the position linearity measurement
performed for the 1 m long position counter.

Fig. 3-9.

One of the best resolution data for the 65 MeV
elastic protons from the 50cr target (370
~g/cm2).

Each channel corresponds to a distance

of 0.5 mm along the counter.
- 112 . . ;

Fig. 3-10. The deuteron spectra of the 50 cr (p,d) reaction at
65 MeV, obtained for the different shaping time
constants in the main amplifier.

The two peaks

correspond to the ground and first excited states
in 49 Cr and the time constant is given at the top
of each figure.

The total counting rate in the

position counter was 25 kHz.

Each channel

corresponds to a distance of 0.5 mm along the
counter.

Fig. 3-11. Peak width (FWHM) versus total counting rate in
the position counter.

The data were obtained for

the prominent peak in Fig. 3-10.

The shaping

time constant in the main amplifier was 1

~s.

The width in mm may be obtained by multiplying a
factor of 0.5 to the value in the figure.

Fig. 3-12. Example of two dimensional distribution of the
particles in the

~E-E

plane.

In the lower part,

expected positions for the different kind

of

particles are plotted as a reference.

Fig. 3-13. Separtaion of tritons from a large number of
deuterons.

The ability of separation increased

by the use of dual structure of the

~E

counter

system in spite of rather large fluctuations of
the height of

~E

signals in the gas counter.
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Fig. 3-14. Deuteron spectrum-taken in the 50Cr(p,d)j~cr
reaction.
~g/cm2

The target thickness was about 370

and the solid angle of .the spectrograph,

was set to 1 msr.

Each channel corresponds to an

energy interval of 2.4 keV or a distance of 1.0
mm along the focal line.

Fig. 3-15. conceptual view of the two dimensional counter
with induction readout.

The end parts of the

resistive strips are displaced to match the
inclined incidence of the particles.

Fig. 3-16. Equi-potential lines in the two dimensional
counter calculated by solving the Laplace equation at the normal working condition.

Fig. 3-17. Block diagram of the electronic circuit used for
the two dimensional counter system.

Abbreviations:

PA charge sensitive preamplifier; PM photomultiplier; FAST-A fast linear amplifier; R.F radio
frequency output from the cyclotron; DISCRI fast
discriminator; MAIN-A main linear amplifier with
an active filter; SCA single channel pulse height
analyzer; COIN slow coincidence circuit; TAC time
to analog converter; L.Glinear gate circuit; ADC
analog to digital converter.
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Fig. 3-18. Measured rise time (open circle) and pulse height
(open square) of the anode pulse as a function of
the value of termination resistance (Ra).

Fig. 3-19. Drift voltage dependence of the pulse height of
the induced signal.

The pulse height was measured

at the output of the charge sensitive preamplifier
using a 5.9 keV 55 Fe X-ray source.

Fig. 3-20. Change of resolution as a function of anode
voltage.

One channel corresponds to 0.7 mm.

Fig. 3-21. The results obtained in a test using 55 Fe , X-ray
source.

The output pulse height began to increase

rapidly at around the anode voltage 1750 V.

At

the voltage higher than this voltage, the ratio
of output pulse heights between 5.9 keV and 3.0
keV escape peak decreased.

This fact shows that

the proportionality in the gas amplification is
being lost at the higher voltage.

At the same

time pulse height resolution got worse drastically.

Fig. 3-22. (a) Two dimensional display of the position
spectrum obtained for the 50 Cr (P,d)49 cr reaction,
where a rather large vertical acceptance angle of
the spectrograph of ±50 mr was used.
corresponds to an event.
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Each dot

The slight curving of

the image was observed especially at the outermost
part of the focal line (left part of the figure).
(b) Position spectrum projected from the two
dimensional display.

Fig. 3-23. projected histogram of the two dimensional image
of the 0.271 MeV lebel in Fig. 3-22.

The resolu-

tion increased by about 20% in the right figure
where the projection was performed after making
the curved image straight.

Fig. 3-24. Normally scattered particles are concentrating to
the central region of the focal plane as can be
seen in the spectum of 16°.

On the

oth~r

hand,

particles making, background which are seen in the
spectrum of 8° (see Fig. 3-26a) are distributing
rather widely in the two dimensional display.
The area surrounded by the dotted lines in Fig.
(b) is thought to be the "true" area for the
normally scattered particles to come •.

Fig. 3-25. The relation between the flight time of the
particles in the spectometer and the arrival
position on the focal plane.

The relative flight

time is decided by measuring the time difference
between the RF-signal of the oscillator system of
the cyclotoron and the first signal from the
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plastic E-counter.

The background particles seen

in the spectrum of 8 0 arrive at the counter with
some delay compared with the normally scattered
particles.

Fig. 3-26. (a) The spectrum of 48 ca (p,p') reaction at 8 0 in
the energy range between 7 and 11 MeV.

Large

amount of instrumental background can not be
avoided at the forward-angle inelastic scattering
experiment.

(b) The background is slightly

reduced using a time of flight (TOF) gate
described in Fig. 3-25.

(c) The background is

reduced using the two dimensional gate described
in Fig. 3-24.

(d) Both the TOF gate and the two

dimensional gate are used to reject the background.
About 70% of the background counts are taken away
and more reliable peak area determination is
available even for small peaks.
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a) FI VE ANODES

b) FOUR ANODES

Fig. 3-3.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results Using High Resolution Proton Inelastic
Scattering

Abstract
'High resolution inelastic experiments were performed on
90 zr and 48 Ca target using the aforementioned operating
parameters of the auxiliary magnets in the spectrograph for
the kinematic correction and the induction readout counter
systems.

For the study of 90 zr , 1 m long high resolution

counter was used and hexadecapole (L

= 4)

resonance-like

states were clearly analyzed in the energy region of Ex =
41\,9 MeV.

For the study of 48 ca , 1. 5 m long two dimensional

counter was used.

The ability of reducing background counts

was quite powerful in obtaining reliable data for the
unnatural parity 1 + state even at the very forward scattering angles.

The operating parameters for the kinematic

correction worked well and high resolution spectra were
obtained for the whole range of scattering angles between 6°
and 70°.
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1. Introduction

The magnetic spectrograph "RAIDEN" has now achieved a
large solid angle and good energy resolution.

Thus, a weak

level of interest hitherto concealed among a large number of
strong levels may be searched and identified within a
reasonable experimental time.

One of the reactions which

can fully use above merits of the spectrograph is a proton
inelastic scattering to the energy region of highly excited
states.

As is well known proton inelastic scattering can

excite various modes of nuclear excitations.

It is, thus,

indispensable to perform high resolution experiments to
facilitate the selection of jewel levels.
In this chapter two experimental results obtained from
proton inelastic scattering is presented.
on 90 Zr target.

One is the result

In this study, the level structure of 90 zr

was studied in the region of the so called low-energy
octupole (L

= 3)

resonance (Ex

scattering of 65 MeV protons.

= 5-9

MeV) by inelastic

The spectra were found to be

highly structured and a previously reported resonance-like
bump was resolved into many states with different multipolarities.

Among the levels, a large number of L

=4

states were found exhausting 5.8% of the E4 energy weighted
sum rule.

In addition to this, detailed structure of the

low-energy octupole resonance was clearly revealed.
The other result presented in Section 3 was obtained
for 48 Ca •

Investigating the location and the strength of

the unnatural parity 1+ state has been an important problem
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in nuclear physics.

However, high level density at excita-

tion energy of around Ex = 10 MeV has prevented to investigate these states clearly.

In the present experiment the

10.2 MeV state in 48 Ca was confirmed to be
(p,p'), E = 65 MeV, assisted by

(d,~'),

E~=

JIT

= 1+ by

70 MeV reaction.

The state was rather strongly excited by the (p,p') reaction,
especially at the forward angles.

The measured angular

distribution of the differential cross sections of the state
is compared with a microscopic distorted-wave Born approximation calculation based on a pure shell model.
By the identification of the 1+ state in 48 ca , the
shape standard for the angular distribution of the differential cross section was confirmed experimentally at this mass
region.

Proton inelastic scattering experiments using the

same incident energy of Ep = 65 MeV were performed for the
N=28 nuclei 50 Ti , 52Cr and 54 Fe •

Many states with similar

angular distribution were found in these nuclei.
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2. Hexadecapole strength in the region of the Low-Energy
Octupole Resonance in 90 zr
2-1. Motivation for the experiment
The existence of electric giant resonances has been

e~perimentally established(4-l} for the isoscalar monopole,
isovector dipole, isoscalar quadrupole, and isoscalar lowenergy octupole modes.

Recently high-energy component of

the octupole mode was also found in some of the nuclei(4-2).
As for the isoscalar hexadecapole mode, however, little is
known so far about the location and the shape of the
resonance.
In the shell model picture giant resonances are
described as strongly coherent particle-hole excitations
resulting from applying the multipole operator:

QnM =
.L..II.

n
l:

L

r. yLM(e.,<p.)

.11

1=

11

to the ground state of the nucleus(4-3}.

( 4-l)

Since the operator

rLYLM can promote a particle at most L shells, the isoscalar
hexadecapole resonance (L

= 4)

is predicted to split into

three components at excitation energies of Ex 'V 01lw, 21iw, and
41lw.

The tsansitions with 01iw correspond to the Iow-lying

intershell- transitions and a negligible amount of strength
was predicted from a pure shell model calculation(4-4}.
More sophisticated calculations, using random phase approximation (RPA) with large configuration spaces (4-5'V7) , however,
predict that the isoscalar hexadecapole strength in 90 zr is
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fragmented over a wide range of energy, and that the lowenergy tail of the distribution streaches down to Ex % 5
MeV.
In the 5-10 MeV region in 90 zr a low-energy octupole
resonance (LEOR) with energy center at 7.2 MeV has been
observed as a resonance-like bump in a-particle inelastic
scattering (4-8) at Ea

= 96

MeV.

A recent (p,p') experi-

ment(4-9) using polarized proton, however, has suggested
that both the differential cross section and the analyzing
power for LEOR differ from those for the well established 3state and that a unique L

=3

assignment for the "LEOR" was

not so clear cut as those derived from the work of Moss et
al. (4-8).

But they could not provide more precise informa-

tion because of the lack of resolution

(~100

keV).

Considering these theoretical and experimental circumstances, it is attractive to investigate-whether or not
the expected hexadecapole states can be found in the LEOR
region of 90 zr by high-resolution proton inelastic scattering.
And if they were found, how much would be the strength.
Such a study also has the advantage of giving a detailed
\

picture of the strength distribution of the low energy
octupole resonance.

2-2. Experimental procedure
The present measurement was performed using a 65 MeV
proton beam from the Research Center for Nuclear Physics,
variable energy AVF cyclotron at Osaka University.
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After

passing through a tandem monochromator system, it was
focus sed on the target and subsequently stopped in a Faradaycup mounted in the scattering chamber.
used ranged from 30 to 100 nA.
~g/cm2

Beam intensities

The 90 zr target was a 492

thick self-supporting metalic foil of 98% isotopic

enrichment.

The inelastically scattered protons were

momentum analyzed with the spectrograph "RAIDEN,,(4-10) and
detected with the 1 m long IWPC focal plane counter described
in detail in Chapter 3.

The

~E

counters and a plastic E

counter used for the particle identification and the data
handling system were also similar to those described in
Section 3-1 of Chapter 3.
Spectra were taken at angles from
the" range of Ex

= 4.0-9.5

elab = 10° to 63° for

MeV with a solid angle of 3.2 msr."

The excitation energy range covered was about 3.5 MeV for a
setting of the magnetic field strength.

Two runs with

different excitation of the magnet were combined to cover
the full spectrum.

The angular distributions for elastic

protons and for inelastic protons from the

JTI

=3

state at

2.75 MeV were also measured with the same target to calibrate
the target thickness and the solid angle of the spectrograph.
For the compensation of the kinematic broadening effect, the
excitation strengths of the sextupole and the multipole
magnet of the spectrograph were adjusted depending on the
scattering angle and excitation energy using the parameters
determined in Chapter 2.

The overall resultion of around 15

keY was obtained for the measurement.
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2-3. Data reduction
2-3-1. Extraction of differential cross-section
The upper half of Fig. 4-1 shows the spectrum taken at
Blab = 20°.

with the resolution of 15 keV, a previously

reported resonance-like bump was resolved into more than one
hundred discrete levels.
between Ex

= 4.0

program(4-11).

The observed spectra were analyzed

and 8.6 MeV using a peak deconvolution
In this analysis, well separated low-lying

levels were used as peak shape standard for unfolding the
crowded levels.

An example of the fit is shown in Fig. 4-2

for the case of Ex

= 7.8~8.1

MeV, Blab

= 20°.

The program

was useful for obtaining the accurate integrated counts and
peak positions particularly for resolving partially overlapping peaks.
The peaks due to the carbon and oxygen contaminants
were subtracted by using the results of the separate
measurement with a thin mylar target.

The background

underlying the peaks was assumed to have a shape as shown in
Fig. 4-1 by tracing the lowest valley of the spectrum.
Since the nature of the background is not well understood,
the uncertainty in subtracting the background may cause
ambiguities of about 10%'in the cross sections for the
relatively weak peaks.

However, these ambiguities were

found not to affect the L-value determination.

2-3-2. Extraction of excitation energies
Careful attention was paid to the determination of
excitation energies with good accuracy.
- 151-

First of all the

relationship between the mean radius of the magnetic
spectrometer and the channel number of the focal plane
counter was ,derived using six well established low-lying
states of 90 Zr .

The strength of the main magnet of the

spectrograph was adjusted for these peaks of interest to
appear on various points of the focal line.

Using the

obtained peak positions, strength of the magnetic fields,
and the results of kinematic calculations, radii were
determined at many points of the focal line as a function of
channel number and smooth curve was interpolated.

The

incident energy of the proton was determined from the
strength of the analyzing magnet in the beam line.

The

highest-lying 90 zr state used in this calibration was the
3.843 MeV level.

Thus the energies above 3.9' MeV are

obtained by extrapolation.

Using the relation curve

determined above, and knowing the peak positions and the
field strength at the time .of the measurement, the excitation
energies of unknown ievels were determined by consulting the
kinematic calculations.

Slight change of the field distri-

bution(4-12) according to the change of the magnetic field
strength was also corrected.

The uncertainty in excitation

energy is estimated to be 5 keY which includes the
ambiguities due to a variety of sources such as
uncertainties in the centroid determination, target energy
loss and beam energy.

2-4. Data analysis
In order to determine the L-value and to obtain a fraction of energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) limit for each of
- 152 -

the deconvoluted levels, distorted wave Born approximation
(DWBA) calculation_was performed using a computer code
DWUCK(4-13) and a collective-model form factor.

The optical

potential parameters used was determined by Sakaguchi et
al. (4-14), which were determined to fit the angular distributions of differential cross section and analyzing power
for the elastic scattering of 65 MeV protons.

The calcula-

tion was found to reproduce the inelastic scattering data
equally well for L

= 2,

3, 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 4-3.

In

the energy region analyzed in the present work, angular
distributions of as· many as 25 levels were found to be in
good agreement with the L
with L

= 3.

=4

DWBA calculation and 34 levels

There were only five L

twenty levels had L
identified to have L

>

5.

= 2,

=

2 states and about

In Fig. 4-1, those levels which is
3, 4, 5 and 6 are coloured with

brown, green, red, yellow and blue, respectively.

Among the

strong colour-less levels, some are identified to have unnatural parity(4-15) and three levels are known to have J~
1-.

=

For the remaining weak levels we could not determine

definite L-values.
All of the strong states with L = 4 character were also
observed in a recent 90 zr (a.,a.') .experiment (4-16).

This

leads to the rather natural assumption that the L = 4 states
of the present work have J~

= 4+.

Therefore we proceed the

analysis according to the assumption that all the L = 3
states have J ~ = 3 - and all the L = 4 states have J ~ = 4 + •
The application of the collective-model DWBA analysis
to giant resonances has been described in detail by
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satchler{4-l7}.
{L

~

An isoscalar excitation of multipolarity L

2} located at an excitation energy E, which completely

exhausts the EWSR, has a deformation length
(SL R) 2

=

( 4-2)

L {2L+l} (i)2/2mE) {41f/3A} •

Using the DWBA calculation described above, the deformation
parameter SL for the individual level was derived by the
relation
SL

2

=

O'exp/O'DWBA.

(4-3)

The equilibrium radius R was assumed to be R = RaA1/3, where
Ra was taken to have 1.229 according to the parameter{4-14)
of DWBA calculation.

The obtained deformation lengths and

the EWSR percentages for th"e 3- and 4 + states in the energy
"'"

region between 4.0 and 8.6 MeV are shown in Table 4-1 and
the distribution of the EWSR percentages are shown in'
Fig. 4-4.

2-5. Results and discussion
The EWSR fraction found in this energy region is 5.8%
for the 4+ states and 10.8% for the 3
bution of the 3

states.

The distri-

state is on the whole in good' agreement

with the reported shape of LEOR(4-8,9,16,18}.

However, the

above EWSR fraction only amounts to about one half of the
previous values of around 20%, while for the 2.75 MeV, J1f
3

=

level, a EWSR fraction of 8.5% (SR = 0.79 fm) is obtained

which agrees with previous values of around 7%. "A lowering
of the background level, and taking into account the remain-
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ing strength in the energy region above S.6 MeV may add
another (3-4)% to the present value but a discrepancy of
about 6% of the EWSR still remains.
lapping distributions of the 3

Considering the over-

and 4+ states (see Fig. 4-4),

the 4+ strength might have been integrated into the octupole
fraction in the previous experiments.

Indeed, when the

strengths of the 4+ states were added to those of the 3states, the octupole EWSR fraction becomes about 20%, which
is in agreement with previous values(4-S,9,16,lS}.
The 4+ states observed in the present work are interesting in view of the possibility of excitation of the
hexadecapole resonance.

As was mentioned, according to a

simple harmonic oscillator shell model, hexadecapole
resonances are predicted to exist at excitations of
and 41iw("4-4).

O~W,

Zfiw

From' the location and the concentration of

the strengths, the observed 4+ states could form the Obw
hexadecapole resonance.

In the 01iw excitation, one-particle

one-hole transitions of V(g9/2
+

(g9/2

d 5/ 2 ), V(g9/2

+

sl/2} ,

d 3/ 2 ) are expected to form 4+
states in 90 zr , and the sum of these transition strengths
v(g9/2

g7/2)' and

+

+

was estimated(4-19) to amount to 0.5% of the EWSR.

The

experimental value, however, accounts for 5.S% of the EWSR,
which leads to an enhancement of about 10 for the hexadecapole transition.

This fact strongly suggests that there

exists a considerable contribution of the strength from the
2nw and 411w IIE4 giant resonance" which is expected to
exhaust most of the EWSR fraction(4-4,6}.
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The RPA calcula-

tion by Kishimoto(4-19), which considers the coupling of the
Dnw transition with the Zfiw and

~w

transitions, supports

the possibility of this interpretaion.
In conclusion, we found many 4+ states in LEOR region
in 90 zr showing a resonance-like distribution.

The sum of

transition strength of these 4+ states is enhanced by a
factor of 10 which might be interpreted by the contribution
of high-lying "giant hexadecapole resonances".

The observa-

tion of fine structure of "LEOR" enabled us to reliably
extract the L

=3

strength.
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3. Observation of 1+ state in 4S ca by hadron inelastic
scattering
3-1. Background for the experiment
The strength distribution of the spin flip excitation
in nucleus, especially the simplest one, i.e. 1+ strength
has been searched for a long time(4-20,21).

Since proton

has the spin value of 1/2, excitation of 1+ state by proton
inelastic scattering is expected to be simple and is indispensable in order to obtain better understanding of the spin
excitation in nuclei and of the effective spin-spin
interaction(4-22,23).

Furthermore, it provides indirect

information on the admixture of 6 isobar-nucleon hole excitations in the Iow-lying excitation spectrum.

The excitation

of 6 isobar is expected to cause the so called quenching of
the Ml transition strength(4-24~30) and well observed for
the case of Gamow-Teller transition(4-31~33).
According to the shell model, the Ml strength should be
concentrated in a single particle-hole state for a closed
shell nucleus with spin-unsaturated j-shell closures.
Thus 4S ca , 90 Zr and 20S pb seem to be the best candidates for
studying the spin excitation, and concentration of the Ml
strength might be expected in these nuclei.

However, the Ml

strength in these nuclei has been a long standing problem.
In the case of 20S pb , two 1+ states are expected resulting
from the one-particle, one-hole configurations V(ii~/2'
i ll / 2 ) and rr(hii/2' h 9/ 2 ). Recently a 1+ state with
-1
rr(h ll / 2 , h 9 / 2 ) configuration have been established at 5.S5
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MeV by the nuclear resonance fluorescence experiment(4-34)
and also by 209 Bi (d,3 He ) 208 pb and 208 pb (p,p,)208 pb
experiment~4-35) but little is known about the states with

v(iI~/2,ill/2) nature.

There were two reports about the Ml

states in 90 zr which is expected to have a configuration of

V(g9~2' g7/2)'

One is by Meuer et al. (4-36) , who used high

resolution inelastic electron scattering.

They identified

three 1+ states at 8.233, 9.000 and 9.371 MeV of excitation
and suggested seven additional states as probable 1+ states.
2
The upper limit of the total strength deduced was 1.8±0.4~k'
-1

which was at most one-third of the prediction of the v(g9/2'
' f l 'lP t ranSl't'lon (4-36) .
g7/2 ) spln-

The other report is by

Anantaraman et al. (4-37), who observed a giant Ml transition
in 90 zr by the (p,p') reaction at 200 MeV with the energy
resolution of 80 keV.

The resonance was located at 8.90±0.15

MeV of excitation with the width of 1.7±0.2 MeV [full width
at half maximum (FWHM)] and at least half of the strength
predicted by the pure shell model was observed.

The

differences ~n shape and yield of the 1+ states between the
two experiments seem to raise questions about the nature of
the Ml states in 90 zr •
In order to make the confused situati9n clearer, we
decided to perform proton inelastic scattering experiment on
48 ca which is thought to be more ideal magic nucleus.
48Ca{d,3He)47ca,

p~oton

The

pick-up reaction(4-38) observed no

observable f7/2 and P3/2 strength.

The ground state of

therefore, has a fairly well closed proton shell.
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It is

48~a,

also known from neutron pick-up reactions(4-39,40) that the
spectroscopic factors are around seven, which means that the
average number of f7/2 neutrons is very close to the independent particle shell model expectation, i.e. 8.
correlations are therefore .fairly small.
-1

Ground-state

Consequently, the
.

excited 1+ state has a dominant (f / 2 , f / 2 ) neutron particle7
5
hole structure. This is also corroborated by RPA(4-4l) and
recent shell model calculations in the complete fp model
space(4-42) •
A strong Ml state was recently identified at 10.227 MeV
by steffen et al. (4~43) using the (e,e') reaction.

They

reported no significant fragmentation of the Ml strength in
48 ca •

Another indirect evidence for the strong Ml resonance

in 48 ca was obtained from the 48 ca (p,n)48 sc reaction by
Anderson et al. (4-44).

They found a narrow peak at 16.8 MeV

in 48 Sc and interpreted it as the analog of the 1+ state in
48ca •

The ground state analog of 48Ca is at 6.67 MeV, thus

their suggestion is consistent with the 48 Ca (e,e') result
from the energy systematics consideration.
In view of these circumstances, the observation of the
1+ state in 48 ca by the (p,p') reaction is particularly
important because this mode of excitation provides direct
information about the distribution of spin excitation in
nuclei.

Futhermore, it is of our great interest to see

consistency or difference, if any, between the results from
the 48 ca (p,p') and the 48 ca (e,e') experiment about 1+ state.
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3-2. Experimental procedure and data reduction
The 48 ca (p,p') experiment was performed using the 65
MeV proton beam from the RCNP, AVF cyclotron.

The 48 Ca target

was a 1.06 mg/cm 2 thick self-supporting foil with 97.7%
isotopic enrichment(4-45).

The inelastically scattered

protons were momentum analyzed with the spectrograph and
detected with the '1.5 m long two-dimensional position
sensitive proportional counter system described in Section 4
of Chapter 3.

All the data recorded on the magnetic tape in

the event mode was analyzed with a software for correcting
the vertical aberration and reducing the abnormally scattered
background particles.

Experimental difficulties in studying

1+ states arise from the high level density at excitation
energies around Ex = 10 MeV, where these states are expected.
Therefore the investigation of 1+ states with hadrons have
to be performed with good energy resolution.

The overall

resolution of 15 keV was obtained for the acceptance solid
angle of 2.4 msr.

Here the vertical acceptance angle of the

spectrograph was decreased to discriminate background
particles by the two dimensional position determination of
the particles as described in Section 4 of Chapter 3.

This

way of position determination and the time-of-flight measurements employed in the experiment were powerful in obtaining
reliable data by reducing background counts especially at
forward angles.
Spectra of the inelastically scattered protons were
taken at angles from 6lab

= 6°

to 70°.
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The absolute cross

section was obtained by calibrating the target thickness and
the whole detection system so as to get agreement between
the measured elastic scattering cross section and the calculated one(4-l4}.

Here we used the calculation which

reproduced the carefully measured cross section at the same
incident energy(4-l~}.
spectrum at Slab
10.2l8±0.007 MeV.

= 8°.

The upper half of Fig. 4-5 shows the
A prominent peak was observed at

The width of the peak was not wider than

the experimental resolution of 15 keV.

The excitation energy

of this peak corresponded well to the 10.227 MeV, 1+ state
observed in the (e,e') experiment(4-43}.

In Fig. 4-6, the

measured angular distribution for this state is presented
together with that of the first 2+ state at 3.832 MeV.

The

peak deconvolution program(4-ll} was used to obtain reliable
cross sections.

In this analysis, well separated low-lying

levels were used as peak shape standards for unfolding the
crowded levels.

The program was useful for obtaining the

accurate integrated counts and peak positions particularly
for resolving partially overlapping peaks.

The absolute

errors of the cross sections were estimated to be about 10%.
The experimental angular distribution of "the 2+ state shows
an oscillating pattern and tQat of the 10.218 MeV state shows
a rather monotonous pattern.
For the purpose of the parity assignment for the 10.218

Me~ state, the 48 Ca (a,a'} experiment was performed at

E =
a
The spectra were taken at two

70 MeV with the same target.
angles of Slab

= 13°

and 16°.

The angles chosen corresponded
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to the expected local minimum and second maximum of the
angular distribution for the 2 + state.

Measurements at the

two angles were also important for discriminating against
contaminant peaks.

The spectrum obtained at 16 0 is shown in

the lower half of Fig. 4-5, where the height of the 3.832
MeV, 2+ peak is normalized to that of the (p,p') peak.
the resolution was rather poor

(~30

Though

keV) in the (a,a')

experiment, good overall correspondence of the peaks was
observed in the two experiments.

3-3. Results and Discussion
3-3-1. Assignment of spin parity for the 10.218 MeV state
In order to make the spin and parity assignment for the
10.218 MeV state, we first examined the result of the (p,p')
reaction.

Forward peaking of the angular distribution for

this state as shown in Fig. 4-6 rules out the possibility of
the 10.218 MeV state being J ~ 3, and the possibilities of
rr = 2 + , 2 - and 1 - still remain.
J
The comparison between the
result of (p,p') and (a,a') experiments strongly suggests
that the state is an unnatural parity state.

As is seen in

Fig. 4-5, the 2+ state at 3.832 MeV was clearly seen in both
the spectra.

On the other hand, no strong peak was seen in

the (a,a') experiment around 10.2 MeV of excitation.

As

shown in Fig. 4-6, a possibility of this state being 2

can

also be ruled out by comparing the present angular distribution with that of a 2- state obtained in the 40 ca {p,p,)40 ca
reaction at the same incident proton energy{4-46).
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with the

same reason Jrr = 1- is rejected for the state.

Thus we

conclude that spin and parity of the 10.218 MeV state are Jrr
= 1+.

No other evident peak with the intensity larger than

one tenth of the 10.218 MeV state and showing the similar
angular distribution to that of 10.218 MeV state was observed
in the energy region around 10.2 MeV.

However a small peak

with an intensity of one ninth of that of 10.218 MeV peak
was observed at 9.0 MeV.

It is interesting to note that we

obtained a good agreement between the (p,p') and (e,e')
experiments in contrast to the case of 90 zr •

The

observation of two 1+ states is consistent with a recent
shell model calculation(4-42) though they expected only 0.2
MeV energy difference for the two 1+ states.

3-3-2. Strength of .the 10.218 MeV state
Microscopic DWBA calculation was performed for the 1 +
state at 10.218 MeV.

In this analysis we assumed the ground

state of 48 ca to be a pure V(f / 2 )8 configuration and the 1+
7
-1
state to be a pure v(f 7 / 2 , f 5/ 2 ) configuration. A computer
code DWBA74(4-47) which treats knock-on exchange processes
exactly was used.

Single particle wave functions were calculated in'a Woods-Saxon well of radius R ="1.25 Al / 3 fm,

diffuseness a = 0.6 fm, and a spin-orbit force of 6 MeV.
The If7/2 and If5/2 neutrons were assumed to be bound by 9.9
MeV and 1.5 MeV, respectively.

The optical-model parameters

used were taken from Ref. 4-14, which fitted not only the
elastic cross section but also the polarization data.
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This

set of parameters reproduce well the experimental angular
distribution of the 2+ state at 3.832 MeV in the collective
DWBA analysis(4-48) as shown in Fig. 4-6 •. The effectivetwo-body interaction used is the M3y(4-23) which is based on
G matrics constructed from realistic interaction potentials.
As shown in Fig. 4-6, the calculation for the 1+ state
reproduces the decreasing pattern of the angular distribution of the 10.218 MeV state quite well.

But it overesti-

mates the cross section by a factor of 4.

This factor may

imply that the 10.2 MeV state exhausts about 25% of the total
Ml strength.

This is consistent with the result of the

48 ca (p,n)48 sc experiment at 160 Mev(4-44), where the GT
transition rate has to be reduced by roughly a factor 4 in
order to make a RPA calculation(4-41) comparable with the
data.

When a similar assumption of f7/2

~

f5/2 transition

was used in the 48 ca (e,e') analysis(4-43) , they found that
the 1+ state at 10.2 MeV carried roughly one-third of the
total Ml strength.

Therefore, as for the 1+ state in 48 ca ,

the results of three reactions are consistent to each other.
In a recent 40 ca (p,p,)40 Ca experiment(4-46) , the 1+
peak seen in the electron inelastic scat~ering(4-49) was
missing.

The distorted wave calculation with a wave function

as reproduces the B(Ml) value in the electron inelastic
scattering overestimated the transition strength of proton
inelastic scattering about a factor of twenty(4-46).

This

is in contrast with the good agreement obtained for 48 Ca
between the present experiment and the (e,e') result.
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3-4. Summary and further development of .the study
Quenching of the Ml strength in medium and heavy nuclei
is still a big unsettled 'problem.

A recent theoretical study

of the 1+ state in 48 Ca by Harting et al. (4-50) emphasized
the role of virtual A-hole excitations.

They expects that

the transition is quenched by about a factor of two with
this effect and that the reduced Ml strength at low energy
finds its counterpart in the concentration of strong Ml transitions in the
around 300 MeV.

.~

resonance region at excitation energies
However the effects of core polarization on

Ml quenching seems not to be ignored as was pointed out by
McGrory and Wildenthal(4-42).

The shell model calculations

in the complete fp model space predicted that the state

V(f~/2' J=O) to comprise 90% of .the ground-state wave
function.

However the quenching factor of at least 3/4 was

expected by a very small degree of configuration mixing in
the J ~ = 0 + ground state.
Considering the situation, the acquisition of good experimental strength distributions of 1+ states is imperative in
order to understand the Ml quenching in medium weight nuclei.
Proton inelastic scattering experiments were performed for
the N=28 isotones of 50Ti,52crand 54 pe .

S~nce the shape

standard for the angular distribution of the differential
cross section was confirmed by the 1+ state in 48 ca , the 1+
states in these isotones were identified by the similarity
of the angular distributions.

Some of the examples of the

angular distribution are shown in Pig. 4-7, where dotted
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lines show the pattern of the 1+ state in 48 Ca .

The

preliminary result of the strength distribution is shown in
Fig. 4-8 and "the further analysis is still in progress.
In summary, we confirmed a strong 1+ state at 10.218
MeV in 48 Ca by using (p,p') and (a,a') experiments.

The

shape of the angular distribution obtained in the (p,p')
reaction was well described by the microscopic calculation
using the M3Y interaction.

But the experimental yield was

found to be a quarter of the calculated yield.

The result

was consistent with the quenching factors obtained in the
recent (e,e') (I:'ef. 4-43) and (p,n)

(ref. 4-44) experiments.

By the identification of the 1+ state in 48 ca , the shape
standard for the angular distribution of the

differ~ntial

cross section was confirmed around this mass region.
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Table 4-l.
SUM RULE FRACTIONS FOR J7T= 3
Ex (MeV) eR (fm)
5.122
5.636
5.673
5.785
5.946
6.305
6.415
6.494
6.724
6.757
6.882
6.989
7.017
7.062
7.104
7.135
7.215

0.12
0.21
0.17
0.11
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.05
0.11
0.13
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.11

Ex

S (%)

7.250
7.278
7.417
7.438
7.476
7.629
7.648
7.737
7.765
7.917
8.138
8.183
8.291
8.427
8.445
8.53'0
8.554

0.39
1. 28
0.81
0.35
0.31
0.14
0.30
0.09
0.39
0.56
0.14
0.10
0.14
0.28
0·:33
0.26
0.41

STATES
eR

0.09
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.12
0.11
0.05
0.08
0.07
Q.07
0.06
0.07

S
0.30
0.27
0.23
0.12
0.40
0.38
0.22
0.19
0.23
0.55
0.50
0.09
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.14
0.22
10.79(%)

TOTAL

SUM RULE FRACTIONS FOR J7T=4+ STATES
Ex (MeV) eR (fm)
4.068
4.340
4.952
5.221
5.387
5.470
5.989
6.071
6.179
6.323
6.532
6.681
6.709

0.14
0.29
0.19
0.12
0.19
0.17
0.09
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.07
0.12
0.11

S(%)

Ex

0.24
1. 04
0.05
0.22 ..0.55
0.46
0.15
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.09
0.29
0.24

6.828
6.868
6.910
7.075
7.166
7.290
7.538
7.782
7.811
7.892
7.941
7.999
TOTAL
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eR
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.11
0.04
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.05

S
0.11
0.11
0.17
0.18
0.12
0.06
0.25
0.04
0.17
0.21
0.23
0.06
5.77(%)

Figure captions

Fig. 4-1. Spectra of inelastically scattered protons on 90 zr
at Ep

= 65

MeV.

The vertical scales are normalized

so that the 5.39, J~

= 4+

height in both figures.
states with L <

state shows the same
In the lower figure, the

3 are seen to be reduced relative

to those with L = 4 due to the difference in
angular distributions.

Fig. 4-2. For the analysis of the crowded levels, peak
deconvolution program was used to obtain accurate
integrated counts and peak positions.

Well

separated low-lying lev'els were used as peak shape
standard in the proc:ess of unfolding.

Fig. 4-3. The angular distributions for some states with

= 2+ ,

3 - , 4 + and 5.

J~

The DWBA calculations shown

by the solid lines are normalized to the data.
The optical model parameters were taken from ref.
4-14, where R = 1.229 Al / 3 fm was assumed.

Fig. 4-4. The distribution of the EWSR percentages for the
octupole and hexadecapole strengths found in the
energy region between 4.0 MeV and 8.6 MeV.
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Fig. 4-5. Upper half:

spectrum of inelastically scattered

MeV, 8 lab = 8°.
peak can be seen at 10.2 MeV. Lower half:
protons on 48 ca at Ep

= 65

of inelastically scattered

A sharp
spectrum

particles on 48 ca at

Ea = 70 MeV, 8 lab = 16°. The peak height for the
2+ state at 3.832 MeV is normalized to that for
the same state in the (p,p') spectrum.

Fig. 4-6. Upper half:

experimental angular distributions of

the 48 ca (p,p') reaction leading to the 1+ and 2+
states.

The dotted line shows the results of the

microscopic DWBA calculation for the
using the M3Y interaction.

data.

= 1+

state

The calculated absolute

cross sections are reduced by a
exp~rimental

JTI

quart~r

to fit the

The solid line is the result

of the DWBA calculation with a collective form
factor.

Lower half:

angular distributions of the

48 ca (p,p') reaction leading to the 1- and 2

states.

The solid lines are drawn only for the guide of
the eye.

Fig. 4-7. Experimental angular distributions of the cross
sections of the observed 1+ states in 52 Cr and
54 Fe •

Dotted lines represent the shape of the

angular distribution of the 1+ state at 10.218 MeV
in 48 ca •
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Fig. 4-8. Relative strength of the observed 1+ states.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Concluding Remarks

As was presented in the previous chapters, the whole
system of the spectrograph has now attained the possibility
of achieving high resolution nuclear study for various
reactions.
Using the operational parameters determined by the
experimental ray tracing of Chapter 2, the kinematic
broadening effect has been corrected in the range of 0.0
Kl

~

-0.1.

>

In order to compensate the kinematic broadening

effect, it was necessary to adjust not only the quadrupole
component of the multipole magnet for the l-st order compensation, but also to .adjust sextupole and higher order
components of the multipole magnet depending on the kinematic
condition of the objective reaction.

This is especially

important for a spectrograph with a large horizontal acceptance angle like our case of spectrograph "RAIDEN".

In the

region of Kl value mentioned above, the broadening effects
proportional to Kl

or K~ were fairly small and changing the

strengths of multipole components as a linear function of Kl
was effective for the compensation of the kinematic broadening in the horizontal direction.
On the other hand for the particles with a large
vertical inclination angle

~,

the broadening effect by the

vertical kinematic aberration was a serious problem.

In the

present system it was rather difficult to compensate this
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aberration completely by the ion optical way.

A practical

way for the compensation was to measure the image at the
focal plane in two dimensions.

Under the condition of non-

zero value of vertical convergence coefficient
(Ylo~),

the

~mage

proportional to

(YI~)

and/or

combined with the vertical aberration

~2

showed a shape like crescent and this

shape could easily be made straight with a software by reanalyzing the two dimensional data of the particles recorded
event by event.
In order to put the advantages of the spectrograph to a
good Use, many properties have been

requi~ed

for the data

acquisition system especially for the focal line counter.
It should be long enough to cover the long focal line of a
large dispersion

spectrograph~

The resolution should be

good enough even for the non-normal incident of the lightly
ionizing particles.

It should endure the high counting rate

and yet the structure and the associated electronics should
be simple enough.·
As an answer to these requirements, gas proportional
counters with induction readout have been constructed.

In

this type of counters, position informations are obtained by
the change division method using induced signals on resistive
electrodes palced near anodes.

By adjusting the resistivity

of the induction electrodes, fast rise time of position
information of less than 1

~s

has been obtained for the

counter of 1 m or more in its length.

Fast position counters

realized by the induction readout are able to endure the
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total counting rate of up to 30 kHz without seriously
affected by the pile-up effect.

Usual deterioration of

resolution for the lightly ionizing particles of non-normal
incidence is minimized by the use of multi-anode design.

In

this structure several anodes are designed to subdivide the
depth of the counter volume and as a whole, anodes are
expected to work as a stack of thin counters.
In the two dimensional version of the induction readout
counter, principle of drift counter has been used for the
measurement of vertical incidence positions of particles.
Since the non-resistive anodes produce fast signal with rise
time of less than 20 ns, sufficiently good resolution of
less than 1 mm is obtainable by measuring the time difference
between this signal and the fast pulse from plastic E
counter.

As described in detail the two dimensional

determination of position is powerful for the correction of .
kinematic aberration proportional to

~2,

which is quite

difficult to compensate completely by the ion optical method
alone.

It is also powerful for the reduction of background.

Since background particles are spreading widely in the two
dimensional display, they can be discriminated from the
normally scattered particles concentrating around the mediam
plane.
Various high resolution experiments have been performed
u~ing

the spectrograph and one of the attractive reactions

is proton inelastic scattering.

The reaction performed on

90 zr discovered fairly large amount of hexadecapole strength
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in the so called LEOR region and the reaction performed on
4
8 · a strong unnatural parity 1 + state.
Ca revealed

In b oth

experiments, the high resolution spectra of around 15 keV
was quite powerful in obtaining reliable angular distributions of the objective levels even in the region of high
level density.
As presented "problems of software" for the better use
of the spectrograph "RAIDEN" have been solved fairly well.
At the same time, however, new problems became apparent in
the process.

Most important one is related with the

kinematic broadening in vertical

direction~

In the present

system the aberration was compensated using the two dimensional determination of the arrival position of the particles
at the focal plane.

This aberration, if possible, should

better be compensated with an ion optical way.
data analysis may be far simplified.
possible.

In that case

Two solutions may be

One is to restore a sextupole magnet just after

the scattering chamber and seek a good combination of the
excitation strengths of the sextupole magnet and the multipole magnet to erase the vertical as well as the horizontal
aberration depending on the kinematical condition of the
reaction.

Since the sextupole magnet affects on both the

horizontal and vertical ion optical properties of the
spectrograph, best parameters which are determined for the
multipole magnet should be modified depending on the
kinematic coefficient K~.

This way of correction,

therefore, is very complicated to determine the best
parameter.

-
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Another clever way, if possible in the process of
planning of a spectrograph, is to make a horizontal focussing
point in addition to the vertical focussing point.

At this

place, ion optical properties in vertical direction is
selectively modified and vertical and horizontal kinematic
broadening effects may' be corrected rather separately.
An improvement of the counter system depends on whether
or not it is possible to make a long and high resolution
focal plane detector which endures higher counting rate.

In

the present counter increasing length means increasing
counter volume and therefore increasing counting rate.
Since the rise time of the position pulse is limited by the
property of the resistive electrode in the change division
method, it

~eems

to be difficult to make a faster counter

system than the present value of around 0.5

~s.

One of the

good solution is to subdivide the counter volume and the
ultimate form of this way of solution is a multi-wire
proportional counter.

At present, however, mUlti-wire

proportional counter and the associated electronics including data taking system are far more complicated than those
of the present counter system and are not reliable enough to
cover a long focal line exceeding 1.5 m.
With these in mind better solution should be sought for
a better experimental data taking to be accomplished.

And I

do hope that the answers to the "problems of software"
presented here make a first step for the "achievement of
high resolution nuclear study using a magnetic spectrograph
system" .
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